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Abstract 

This study reviews the actual roles of local food festivals towards successful branding and 

sustainable local food tourism in Östersund. The thesis explores the views of twenty-one 

respondents who were invited to participate in the interview from three different but 

interrelated local food stakeholders: PGI (public and government institutions), EHC (event 

hosting companies) and LFP (local food producers). The interviewees were selected by using 

snow ball sampling design (purposeful sampling design) and key informant methodology 

procedure The main findings were: (i) while the majority of interviewees believe that 

Östersund has ample local food resources, however they do not believe that these resources 

are used for branding Östersund successfully, (ii) Neither PGI nor EHC did consider local 

food festivals as the main reasons for tourist arrivals. However, both PGI and EHC believe 

that such festivals could be used as compliment for other tourist arrivals reasons, (iii) These 

three stakeholders have no common perception as well as vision about the principal roles of 

local food festivals for Östersund tourism arrivals, and (iv) Stakeholders who works within 

the destination have no proportional courage to create network and work together on local 

food tourism issues. The aforementioned factors have led the menus of Östersund cuisine to 

be mainly influenced by foreign based cultures instead of using local products. Even though 

Östersund (Jämtland) is designated as the richest region with local food resources in Sweden, 

Stakeholders hardly use local food festivals and other opportunities for branding the 

destination and create sustainable local food tourism. The current study shows that Östersund 

is less likely to succeed in local foods tourism and be able to overcome the challenges of 

global food cultures. Therefore stakeholders should be proactive in dealing with developing a 

common regional vision, improving access to sustainable resources, building a collective 

stakeholder effort on branding, enhancing cooperation, developing appropriate strategies, and 

enhancing the destination tourists, ethnic and cultural diversity.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An increasingly important tourism phenomenon is food tourism (Insun and Charles, 

2011). Food is a significant tourism attraction element which enhances the experiences of 

visitors and plays a prominent role in influencing tourists’ selection of a destination (Long, 

2004). Therefore, many destinations now use food as a promotional strategy to attract as 

many tourists as possible (Mak, et al 2012). Moreover, dining is considered as a special 

experience because it satisfies all five senses; sight, smell, touch, sound and taste (Kivela and 

Crotts, 2006). As a result, many tourists travel for the purpose of experiencing food (Quan 

and Wang, 2004). Consequently, food is increasingly recognized as a core component of the 

cultural tourism market (Hjalager and Richards, 2002).  

Local food is now becoming a priority for destinations and has the potential to enhance 

dimensions of sustainability in tourism by contributing to the authenticity of place, 

strengthening of local economies as well as the provision of environment-friendly 

infrastructure (Insun and Charles, 2011). Within this context, food festivals are important 

components of local food tourism strategies because destinations can promote places, 

activities, and local food products so as to develop new value of experience to tourists, which 

in turn, creates regional branding for the destination (Cella, 2007). More importantly, tourists 

display their willingness to spend more money on local food experiences that enhance their 

cultural capital, rather than spending less on highly standardized (homogenized) and less 

expensive food products with limited local authenticity (Kivela and Crotts, 2006). 

Insun and Charles (2011) suggest that destinations with potential resources for 

preparing local foods, alternative forms of tourism such as local food festivals represent more 

appropriate development strategies compared to more traditional mass tourism development 

strategies. They argue that the advantages of engaging in local food tourism business includes 

higher number of local employment opportunities, reduction of economic leakage and less 

environment impacts associated with unsustainable use of natural resources. The preparation 

of local food along with hosting such festivals also creates opportunities for multicultural 

integration among residents, emigrants and tourists. For example, tourists’ expenditures can 

enhance cooperation among stakeholders because it strengthen vertical integration among 

local producers (farmers), food producers, restaurants, public food (available in 

supermarkets) and tourism sectors (Telfer and Wall, 1996). Local food tourism can also 

create occasions for local entrepreneurs to set up festivals without importing food products 

because preparation is done by using local foods, beverages as well as local events (fashion, 

cultural) and activities (races, contest, talent awards). As a result, stakeholders are able to 

claim a substantial return with minimal economic leakage, while also maintaining more 

culturally unique and independent activities (Telfer and Wall, 1996).The aforementioned 

attributes associated with local food festivals can encourage destination stakeholders to invest 

more in local food production and use such investment as a strategy to address some of the 

primary challenges associated with other forms of traditional mass tourism. 

The use of local food festivals for destination development, however, raises a number of 

important issues. As Mak, et al (2012) have observed, there are two types of destinations in 

terms of branding ideology. The first category includes destinations that strive to brand 

themselves in a global food consumption pattern involving large amount of export 

(globalization). In contrast, other destinations attempt to specialize in local food 

(localization). For example, the new Asia-Singapore cuisine that has been developed and 

promoted by the Singapore tourist board is intended to show how global food cultures are 

able to influence Singapore local food tourism (Mak et al, 2012). From a global food culture 

perspective, mass production and export are taken as strategies that decrease production costs 
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and thereby the selling prices. As a result, they can earn significantly greater profits than 

local food production by local actors.  

Moreover, global actors believe that localization itself brings barriers since it restrains 

importing food products from abroad. This action may create constraints for serving 

international tourists who, for different reasons, may resist eating local foods (Cohen and 

Avieli, 2004). Mak et al (2012) suggest that, over time, if destination stakeholders are not 

strategically allied to work together to create new food typologies through the application of 

glocalization(think globally act locally), they may not satisfy the demand of tourists who 

prefer the presence of both local and home land dishes simultaneously. As pointed out by 

Martin (2006) and Cohen & Avieli (2004), unless the menus of standardized tourist foods are 

substituted by newly adapted local dishes (glocalization), destinations may lose their 

reputation of local food tourism associated with creative and sustainable tourism.  

1.1 Aim 

Within this context, this study explores how local food festivals can be used as a 

potential strategy for creating a strong local food tourism brand while strengthening the 

economic, social, and environmental sustainability profile of the destination. The study uses 

Östersund, Sweden as a critical case for this inquiry. 

1.2  Objectives and specific study questions 

To address the above aim, a review of previous research and conceptual frameworks on 

local food tourism was conducted. As this case study focuses on Östersund, local food 

festivals and tourism will be discussed in depth, with a focus on an urban context appropriate 

for the study of Östersund. This study also discusses how local food festivals can be used to 

enhance the social and creative capital with in a region to integrate the two competing food 

development approaches, namely global and local approaches. The primary research applied 

in this study also requires a sustainability perspective. This enables the author to study the 

relationship between global food culture and local food tourism; specifically to see the 

readiness of the destination (Östersund) to address the influences which come from 

globalization culture of food tourism. In the end, the role of local food festivals in creating a 

sustainable brand and its economic, societal and environmental importance will be analyzed. 

This objective leads to one general research question supported by other sub questions: 

 What are the perceived obstacles to advance local food tourism efforts in Östersund, 

Jämtland? 

 

 How can local food festivals be used to help brand destinations so as to 

maximize tourist arrivals by using local food as a pull factor?  

 How can local food tourism benefit destinations beyond decreasing reliance on 

standardized food experiences?  

 How can local food tourism integrate the two competing food development 

approaches; localization and globalization of food culture?  

1.3 Terminology  

 Tourists who travel for local food experiences ( Foodies) 

 Food produced with local ingredients and traditional techniques (Local food) 

 Food that is produced through the tenets of mass production and marketing 

(Standardized food) 

 Events whereby local foods and beverages are served for tourists together with other 

entertainment activities such as traditional songs, dressing shows, races; food talent 

contest, and other related activities ( Local food festivals)  
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 Think globally act locally ( Glocalization)  

 Event Hosting Companies ( EHC)  

 Public and Government Institutions (It includes, municipality, tourism office, 

destinations developers, hotels and restaurants association, regional research centers 

and policy makers (PGI) 

 Food that is  prepared for international tourists who are looking for local food 

experiences which has some sort of cultural familiarity with the tourists’ home 

country (Adapted cuisine) 

 Local Food Producers ( LFP) 

 Scandinavian Tour Car Championship (STCC) 

 Jämtland Härjedalen Tourism (JHT)  

 Sundusvall Östersund Trondhem (SÖT) 

 National center of artisan food in Sweden (Eldrimner) 

 National organization for farmers in Sweden( LRF) 

 The Swedish hospitality industry (SHR),( Vista) 
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2. LITERATUER REVIEW 

This section reviews four critical concepts that influence the relationship between 

destinations and standardized food services activities; (i) globalization: a factor influencing 

the consumption behavior of local foodies, (ii) impact of local food tourism on social, 

economic and environmental sustainability, (iii) local food festivals: a strategy for 

encouraging local food tourism, (iv) social capital and creative economy. These concepts 

have important theoretical and experiential implications for understanding standardized food 

demand patterns in destinations.  

2.1 Globalization: a factor influencing the consumption behavior of local foodies 

Today, technology is advancing at an accelerated rate and this has increased the ways in 

which modernity and mobility often create homogenization (standardization) of tourism 

services and activities in different destinations (Gospodini, 2001). Such standardization 

revealed on the design of recreation facilities and the type of foods and drinks tastes served in 

a destination. But, now the author concern goes only to the food stuffs as the main research 

topic of this study is mainly focused on local foods and festivals. Tourists’ food choices and 

preferences are recognized as important forces driving the tourism demand for food which 

strongly influences the offering of tourist-oriented hospitality services in a destination. Such 

foods service homogenization has significant impact on the local food supply and demand 

relationship. For example, globalized tourist foods demand can force a destination to import 

foods which is familiar to tourists’ home cultural values. However, if the amount of foods 

import is substituted by local production, the destination can use food origin as a distinctive 

factor to attract tourists’ attention (Mak, et al 2012). 

Since global food patterns are often imposed by cultural imperialism, vast amounts of 

food are imported by different destinations around the world (Tmolinson, 1991). This kind of 

frequent foods import often creates negative outcomes for the local destinations. As Nyman 

notes (2011), tourists’ foods of Gotland along with Stockholm and Gothenburg have been 

predominantly influenced by vast amount of import. As a result, standardized food culture 

creates negative multiple factor (economic linkage) as food import is considered as a major 

strategy of food sources; ultimately this discourages the progress of local food tourism in the 

destination (Telfer and Wall, 1996). However, destinations that are engaged in local food 

tourism can demonstrate constructive responses to cultural imperialism. For example, in the 

process of local food production, destinations are not forced to import food, instead they use 

local food resources with little negative multiple factor (economic leakage). Thus, through 

serving local food for tourists, destinations can also reduce negative economic multiple 

factors (leakage of import). This is done by maximizing revenue along with increasing cross 

cultural integration which is significantly important for stakeholders who are participating in 

the local foods tourism (Hegarty and Omahoney, 2001).  

Globalization of food culture has brought new challenges for local food tourism 

development since it influences the consumption behaviors of tourists and local residents in a 

destination (Mak, et al, 2012). On the other hand, globalization of food culture also brings 

ample demand opportunities to resolve this challenge using creative and social capital 

processes. The creative approach of a destination can change the negative impacts of global 

food culture (standardization) through the process of glocalization (Martin, 2006; Cohen & 

Avieli, 2004). This has been observed in Singapore where local food tourism competes with 

global food culture (Mak, et al, 2012, Henderson, J(2004) Moreover, by developing and 

employing creative capital, destinations are able to use diverse local talents that create new 

value for food experiences and food brands (Richards, 2002).  
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Success of local gastronomy relies primarily on strategies used by producers and 

marketers (Cella, 2007). Among these different strategies, hosting local food festivals can be 

an effective approach since festivals create opportunities for hosting different tourist cultures 

and enable tourists to recognize new experiences (Cella, 2007). Such experiences may then 

help destinations create newly adapted cuisine for tourists coming from different nations and 

diverse cultures. As a result, destinations can create demand in terms of local food as well as 

adapted cuisine (glocalization). Adapted cuisine can help in mediating the branding strategy 

until tourists are inspired to partake in genuine local food experiences (Telfer and Wall, 

1996).This implies that destinations should serve adapted cuisines first and in the meantime 

they can introduce the other local cuisines services.  

Even though the number of foreign tourists who travel for local food experiences has 

increased, there are substantial numbers of tourists who still demand food with certain levels 

of familiarity to their own food culture values (Kivela and Crotts, 2006).Such behavior can be 

attributed to two major reasons; (a) global food culture pressure on local food consumption 

behavior, and (b) tension between neophobic and neophilic tourist demand (Kivela& Crotts, 

2006). For example, neophobic tourists are very suspicious to taste new local food 

ingredients whereas neophilic tourists are often attempt to explore the taste of a variety of 

new locally produced food (Fischler, 1988). Moreover, the majority of foreign tourists prefer 

to experience local food if and only if they are convinced that such food is free from hygiene 

and health risks (Cohen and Avieli, 2004). 

Previous research findings indicate that usually tourists seek local food experiences for 

three major reasons; first, tourists seek to escape from their ordinary dining behavior (Kivela 

and Crotts, 2006). Second, local food is perceived to be healthier as it is processed using 

products originated from organic process (Cohen and Avieli, 2004). Third, tourists need to 

experience cross cultural interaction and participate in activities that are hosted in association 

with local food festivals (Hjalager and Richards, 2002). These factors are central to the visitor 

experience and have prominent roles in tourist decision-making processes, satisfaction, 

products and place promotion strategies (Hegarty and Omahoney, 2001). In short, food and 

tourism have a very close relationship and food is an increasingly important tourism resource 

(Quan and Wang, 2004).  

2.2  Impact of local food tourism on social, economic and environmental sustainability  

Local food tourism businesses usually use local food products; which can reduce food 

imports accordingly. As a result, local food festivals have less negative impacts on the 

environment, economy and society as compared to other traditional tourism experiences 

(Insun and Charles, 2011). In addition, local food tourism employs more sustainable use of 

natural resources, thereby avoiding pollution and negative economic leakages. For example, 

the activities of local food tourism can take place in the existing artisanal infrastructure where 

activities which are incorporated in the local food festivals do not incur extra facility 

investment and hence can be environment-friendly (Insun and Charles, 2011). Moreover, 

local food tourism encourages vertical integration by which rural famers can get financial 

incentives that may encourage them to shift from intensive production to a more extensive 

approach (Telfer and Wall, 1996). In some cases, local food destinations can become self-

sufficient for the food products that are sought by foreign as well as local tourists. 

Consequently, local food tourism reduces the amount of food import which in turn increases 

the revenue share of destination stakeholders (Richards, 2002). 

Local food tourism is also used to brand the origin of the food, which in turn, can 

significantly impact the quality of visitor experiences and arrival numbers in a destination 

(Hegarty and Omahoney, 2001). Local food tourism has the potential to mitigate the negative 

impacts of homogenization of food demand which is commonly seen as a threat to the 
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relationship between food and place experiences for tourists (Harrington, 2005). Local food 

festivals usually contribute to food creativity in destinations in ways that can stimulate 

innovation, economic activity, as well as learning and social cohesion (European 

Commission, 2011). For example, when destinations host local food festivals, tourists and 

residents have opportunities to meet people from different cultural backgrounds. This may 

create opportunities for destinations to explore preferences of tourists that enable the 

destination to deliver experiences demanded by visitors (Krueger, 1994). Many destinations 

give attention to cultures since it is the general expression of perception, demand, and 

satisfaction of tourists; and it is also linked to meaning, knowledge, talents, civilization and 

values of a particular society (European Commission, 2011). More importantly, destination 

creativity relies on tourist preferences and cultural values. As a result, knowing the cultures 

of tourists from different countries encourages the creativity, diversity and integrity of 

destination community as well as stakeholders (European Commission, 2011). 

Many service companies prefer to brand their project operations by considering the 

cultural values of their target customer segment. Knowing customers´ cultures can contribute 

to the success of production design, quality and selling volume of a particular product (Noris 

and Krueger, 2000). This kind of consideration has led to the recommendation whereby local 

food destinations should satisfy the social function of the targeted customers (European 

Commission, 2011). As entrepreneurial activities do not occur in a vacuum, the preference of 

local food tourists is deeply embedded in the cultural and social context of tourists’ 

backgrounds (Noris and Krueger, 2000). Therefore, to be ahead of other competitors, local 

food destination stakeholders can take advantage of hosting local foods festivals, in part, to 

better understand tourist cultures. The experiences and knowledge gained by hosting festivals 

may help destinations in creating new cuisine using locally produced ingredients and 

traditional processing techniques, which in turn, can create new experiential values for 

tourists. To come up with new cuisine values, different ethnic communities who live within a 

destination should have active involvement in bringing changes (innovation) to tourists eating 

habit to create opportunities rather than waiting for tourist demands for local foods (Noris and 

Krueger, 2000).  

Local food tourism destinations do not necessarily require special infrastructure, instead 

food can be processed using the existing culinary facilities. This may help producers reduce 

the fixed cost of the facilities to prepare local food varieties. As a result, preparation cost goes 

down and the selling price can be set at a modest level. Ultimately, lower selling prices can 

give competitive advantages to attract more foreign as well as local food tourists (Insun and 

Charles, 2011). Avoiding import of extra culinary equipment can also lower economic 

leakage (Cohen and Avieli, 2004). In general, hosting local food tourism through the 

application of creativity can enhance the quality of existing tourism experiences which 

directly affect the arrival number of tourists in a destination (Insun and Charles, 2011).  

2.3 Local food festivals: a strategy for encouraging local food tourism  

A food festival is an event where communities engage in public celebration and 

promotion of local foods for both local and foreign tourists (Everett and Aitchison, 2007). 

Local food festivals are instruments for culinary transmission and provide tourists with 

culinary learning opportunities. They also provide income for suppliers and producers (Hall 

and Sharples, 2003). Food festivals are important components of food tourism strategies by 

which destinations can promote places, activities, and food products to create new values for 

tourists, which in turn, help destinations to create local branding (Cella, 2007). More 

importantly, tourists display their willingness to spend more on experiences that enhance 

their cultural capital as opposed to highly standardized food services which are less expensive 

and offer limited local authenticity (Kivela and Crotts, 2006). These and other benefits of 
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local food opportunities can support the feasibility of local food festivals. By using local food 

festivals, destinations can enhance their brand which helps stakeholders gain additional 

revenue while advancing the societal and environmental values of the destinations. 

The Cuyahoga County food fair (USA) is an example of how local festivals are used to 

brand destinations for food and related activities. Annual events, arts and cultures, sports, 

music, festivals and theaters are major attraction elements for Cuyahoga’s tourist experiences 

(Cuyahoga County, 2012). The Cuyahoga County fair is one of the events that are held in the 

area by which food, music, thrill shows, animal and agribusiness and rides are available for 

tourists. In the county, food has received attention because tourists demand to experience 

local food that is shaped by diverse cultural taste and values. To meet this demand, a wide 

variety of local food items are available in close proximity to Cuyahoga’s festivals. As a 

result, having these food diversities and other related tourist activities, Cuyahoga County 

accomplished great success in local food tourism while enhancing the economic, social and 

environmental benefits (Cuyahoga County, 2012).  

Some European countries such as Italy and England use festivals and events to brand 

local food experiences. Italy is one of the European countries that use events (festivals) as a 

strategy to brand local cuisine (Hjalager and Corigliano, 2000). In Italy, local food festivals 

are major economic activities whereby policies and community traditions give priority for 

freshness of local food; and this allow consumers to stay in control of food preferences 

(Hjalager and Corigliano, 2000). This led Italy to be one of the most dynamic European 

countries as far as eating out is concerned (Hjalager and Corigliano, 2000). Similarly, the 

case study which was conducted in Cornwall, south West England has shown that hosting 

local food festivals can play a significant role in attracting a large number of domestic as well 

as foreign tourists. The south west England festivals include the newly established fish 

festival and Falmouth Oyster Festival (Everett and Aitchison, 2008). These promote 

sustainable gastronomy while encouraging the survival of local food production and 

transmission of culinary knowledge to tourists  

Asian countries such as Taiwan, and others countries, have also demonstrated positive 

experiences in local food festival tourism (Kuan, et al, 2008). Tasting Australian food festival 

has become one of the most influential and even best attended culinary festivals in Australia. 

For example, this event attracts at average of 50,000 tourists, thereby, it become an important 

opportunity for local food and drink entrepreneurs to sell their local foods and drinks. Tasting 

Australia food festival is owned and managed by South Australian Tourism Commission, 

through which, different local entrepreneurs partake to make it more colorful (South 

Australia Tourism commission, 2012). Therefore, the experiences of the above described 

destinations may suggest that local food festivals can labeled as a vital strategy for increasing 

the flows of local as well as foreign tourists.  

2.4 Social capital and creative economy 

Culture is an important factor in achieving customer satisfaction since it influences the 

general expression of tourists’ perception, demand, and satisfaction (European Commission, 

2011, Harrington, 2005). As Pine II and Gilmore (1999) argue, customers need to get exactly 

what they want but they do not want choice. Thus customization of tourist of cultures can be 

one way of responding to tourists’ demand (preferences) in terms of food. In this case, 

Putnam’s social capital theory (2002) and Florida’s creative capital theory (2002) have vital 

roles in mediating the exchange of cultures and norms for achieving food creativity in a 

destination. However, as “escapist experience is not just about embarking from but voyaging 

to some specific place and activity worthy of their time” (Pine II & Gilmore, 1999), serving 

new experience created by new talent is mandatory. Therefore, creative capital is an 

important tool for introducing new experiences originating from local cultural backgrounds.   
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2.5 Social capital 

The main argument for including social capital theory in this study is that destinations 

success is highly dependent on the extent of cohesion among stakeholders. One major 

challenge in local food tourism destinations is the absence of trust among stakeholders, which 

often results in weak cooperation among actors (Putnam, 2002). In such circumstances, local 

entrepreneurs, marketers, policy makers, and producers have little capacity to resolve 

problems that arise from global food competition. Furthermore, the absence of cooperation 

has led to the failure of creating new values for tourist experiences (Cohen and Avieli, 2004). 

As it is clearly shown in the above discussion, lack of trust and cooperation among 

stakeholders can weaken the financial and technological strength of the destination. This, in 

turn, leads the destination to engage with intensive (small scale) local food preparation 

processes. The absence of cooperation among stakeholders may also create barriers for the 

arrival of foreign as well as domestic tourists. For example, in a destination where there is no 

collaborative network strategy, stakeholders might be forced to incur high individual 

preparation cost, which ultimately led the destination to set high price for its services (Cohen 

and Avieli, 2004). 

Putnam’s (2002) social capital concept also applies to local food tourism when local 

food stakeholders need to have a common understanding and vision over the environmental, 

economic and societal outcomes of the sector. In addition, the absence of trust among 

destination stakeholders has been recognized as one of the major reasons for destination 

branding failure.  

Numerous small scale local food producers with different technical specification, 

someone can raise a question of networking, communication, and respect values among local 

stakeholders in a destination. Hence, Putnam’s social capital theory is important in 

establishing local food festivals, especially for marketing local food and other related 

activities. Moreover, destinations that work on local food projects, should adapt principles of 

sustainability in order to remain competitive in local food tourism business over the long 

term. However, sustainability can only be achieved if the development process of different 

small scale local food producers can establish strategic alliances, which requires Network, 

Trust, and Norm. 

However, Putnam (2002) is criticized for his social capital approach. For example, in 

his study, he argued that destination stakeholders should implement the three social capital 

elements i.e. Network, Trust, and Norm in order to succeed. However, in his theory, he did 

not consider the presence of unbalanced bargaining power among stakeholders that may 

result in violations of the concepts mentioned above. Bargaining power s especially relevant 

when powerful stakeholders have special power to lobby their own special interest over 

others. Under such circumstance, the presence of social capital may not always create 

cohesion benefits among destination stakeholders.  

In summary, since there may not be equal level of negotiation and bargaining power 

among destination stakeholders, Putnam’s (2002) theory is only valid for horizontally 

matched stakeholders. However, local stakeholders may still benefit through application of 

Putnam’s social capital theory. In other words, Putnam(2002) recommend for destination 

stakeholders to set up Networks, Trust and Norm each other so that they can have strong 

alliances to go forward with the collective destination development of local food festivals in a 

broader tourism context.  

2.6 Creative capital  

According to Florida (2002), the creativity of some areas of US, such as San Francisco, 

Austin, Seattle and Sacramento has been enhanced through the application of tolerance, talent 

and technology (3T concept). Florida has critiqued Putnam’s social capital theory by arguing 
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that it prohibits exercising individualism, flexibility and freedom. However, Florida’s concept 

appears paradoxical when he claims that tolerance without acknowledging the Network, 

Trust, and Norm (respect) in Putnam’s social capital theory. Prior to making use of 

Tolerance, Talent, and Technology improvement, the issue of Network, Trust, Norm and 

should be addressed. The arguments of Florida’s 3T concept may look logical if and only if 

societies are willing to accept his creative economy theory in the first place. Florida is also 

criticized by incorporating wide variety of people in his creative class while these classes 

have different activities and conflicts of interests. In spite of these critiques, there are some 

important insights associated with Florida’s creative economy (3T) Concepts. The cultural 

diversity of destination tourists and residents can be the source of talent and technological 

development which ultimately help destinations create new food experiences congruent with 

local resource and community values.  

Sweden’s food tourism has often been influenced by international cuisine as food 

cuisines are backed by raw materials import and standardized food service (Visit Sweden, 

2012). This implies that Sweden appears to be lagging behind in terms of reducing the 

influence of global food culture. This, in turn, results in creating huge economic leakage to 

the sector. The standardization problem describe above is also shared by Östersund food 

tourism (Östersund Municipality, 2012). This implies that to overcome such challenges, the 

creative economy recommend the involvement of different local food stakeholders such as 

entrepreneurs, technologists, marketers, policy makers and food producers is needed. Their 

coming together will help the destination to introduce diverse actors who have different 

talents in creating new process for adapting foreign cuisines with local food products 

(Florida, 2002).  

2.7 Conceptual synthesis of social capital and creative economy 

The discussion above suggests that destinations looking to be competitive in sustainable 

local food tourism should focus on the cultural values of tourists and residents. As Harrington 

(2005) notes that, culture is the values and thoughts of tourists, which affects the presence 

and satisfaction of tourists in a destination. Tourists’ satisfaction is profoundly influenced by 

the cultural values of visitors’ home country. As a result, local gastronomy development 

should be sensitive to foreign tourists’ cultures. Both Putnam (2000) and Florida (2002) 

shared same concept that destinations which are engaged in local food festival tourism should 

integrate the concepts of social and creative capital. Otherwise, achieving sustainable local 

food tourism is less likely to succeed if destinations attempt to implement these two concepts 

separately. 

In the first instance, in order for local food destinations to be successful in branding 

their product or service, they should focus on potential tourist segments. For example, local 

food tourist from USA might be one of the market segments for Östersund. If so, then 

traditional destination marketers usually gather information about American tourist food 

preferences using two common ways i.e.(i) either by sending marketers to tourist generating 

countries in person or (ii) through internet exploration using targeted social networking sites 

(Michael, et al, 2009 and Fish, 2009). But the forgotten one and may be more important 

tourist demand exploration strategy is neighborhood marketing intelligence (Michael, et al, 

2009 and Fish, 2009).Because, it is possible to dig out information about the real food 

preferences and cultural values of American tourists by just simply involving one American 

emigrant who lives in the neighborhood of a destination i.e. in this case it is Östersund. 

Because, in the first option i.e. using marketer intelligences in person is less efficient and 

very expensive and the second one i.e. using social networking sites data is less accurate but 

very cheap. Whereas engaging diverse residents from different cultural and ethnic back 

grounds can help the destination to create cohesive efforts, which ultimately lift up the 
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creativity, development, and branding effort of the local food tourism in a destination. Apart 

from these, neighborhood branding strategy can increase the quality of tourist experiences 

that encourage diverse tourists to come back again to the destination together with other new 

tourists who are reached by neighborhood personal advertising (word of mouth) (Michael, et 

al, 2009 and Fish, 2009). 

In addition to the branding role, the presence of diverse food cultures in a destination 

can support the creation and adaptation of foreign cuisine by using local food products while 

the quality and flavor is kept to tourist home experience or even better (Mak et al (2012), 

Martin (2006) and Cohen & Avieli (2004). Such kind of adapting foreign cuisine can reduce 

food import and encourages destinations to be self-sufficient in all food resources that are 

required for processing local food and adapted cuisines. As a result, profits tend to be free 

from major economic leakages and stakeholders may claim substantial revenue. Because 

networking, communicating and respecting of tourist cultures can implicitly lead the 

destination stakeholders to transfer their intensive (small scale) local food production process 

towards extensive approach (Putnam, 2002). When stakeholders are diverse and work 

together they can have the potential to use efficient work process, which can increase local 

food productivity and reduce production cost. As a result, destinations can host local food 

festivals with less expense so that they can fix less expensive selling price while maintaining 

high quality of experiences through enhancing the environmental, social and economic 

sustainability.  
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3. STUDY AREA 

Östersund is a city located in the county of Jämtland in the middle of Sweden. It is the 

capital city in the county and is located on the shores of Sweden’s fifth largest lake, Storjön. 

It has a population of roughly sixty thousands (60,000) inhabitants, making it twenty-fourth 

most populous city in Sweden and the forty-sixth most populous city in the Scandinavia 

countries. This city is well known for winter skiing and summer hiking, fishing, horse riding, 

music festivals, and other different smaller events. Östersund is the largest city in Jämtland 

County as approximately 46% of the entire county’s population lives in Östersund. 

Jämtland is a place where there are more small scale food producers than any other 

county in Sweden (Jämtland County, 2008) .The farmers use the cleanest farming process in 

the country with the smallest quantities of pesticide and fertilizers (Jämtland County, 2008). 

This provides opportunities for the county to be a place where visitors can have high quality 

food experiences. In 2008, Östersund joined the European Creative Cities Network as a city 

of local gastronomy, which has enhanced the city’s reputation. In addition, the town was 

named a UNESCO city of Local Gastronomy in 2011(Östersund Municipality, 2012).  

Östersund local food producers rely on the authenticity of ingredients from the areas of 

wild or farmed landscapes (Östersund Municipality, 2012).This interdependence between 

country side farmers and food producers can be used as an opportunity to create more 

sustainable local food tourism while enhancing environmental, social, and economic aspects 

of the destination. Along with UNESCO’s recognition; Östersund also named the “Culinary 

Capital of Sweden 2011” by the Swedish Ministry of Agriculture. This has encouraged 

regional network among five sectors that are primary producers, food-producers, restaurants, 

public food (available in supermarket), and tourism (Östersund Municipality, 2012).  

Looking at the historical tourist arrivals figures for Östersund, one easily recognizes 

that the city doesn’t attract as many international tourists as compared to domestic tourists. 

The remainder part of this section reviews these facts as follows; According to the 2010 

annual report of Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth; tourism export has 

provided vital contribution for growth, export income and employment that stay in Sweden 

(Visit Sweden, 2010). The tourism industry is growing every year as compared to other 

industries in the country. From all yearly turnover that is 254, 4 billion SEK; foreign visitors 

hold 87, 1 billion SEK that is 34.23 percent of the total tourism revenue (see Table-1). This 

implies that with some reasons about 21,303,898 foreign tourists arrived in Sweden 2010, but 

the ability of Östersund municipality to bring this diversity to the city tourist arrivals ratio 

was not strong enough. Because from the total foreign tourist arrivals only 117,300 (0.55%) 

were inspired to come to Östersund (see Table-2). Thus, with this situation, it is fairly 

illogical to claim that Östersund is a place of diversity rather it is in the reverse as far as 

tourism flows is concerned. Therefore, this is a good opportunity for the city to work on 

cultural diversity using its authentic local food tourism as a principal reason for hosting local 

food festivals, 

Table 1: Foreign tourism arrival in Sweden (2010) (Visit Sweden, 2010) 

No. Contribution Amount unit Notice 

1 Employment 162 100 Number Full-time equivalent 

2 Turnover 254,4 billion SEK Both domestic  and foreign visitors 

3 Export value 87,1 billion SEK Foreign visitors consumption in Sweden 

4 GDP 2.9 % SEK - 

5 VAT Revenue 12,8 billion SEK Foreign consumption in Sweden 
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The majority of the tourists who come to visit Sweden are originated from Norway, 

Germany and Denmark. However, if one look at the arrivals  number of foreign tourists based 

on night spent in hotels, cabins, hostel and campgrounds, UK, Finland, USA,  France, Italy, 

Russia, Spain and China follows the above top three tourist generating countries 

respectively,( see Table -2).  

Table 2: Night spent in hotels, cabins, hostel and campgrounds (visit Sweden, 2012) 

No Country 

 

Night spent 

(national 

share) 

Unit Rank Östersund share , 2010 

City tourist arrival  share 

ratio 

In number 

National tourists 

arrival share ratio 

(%) 

1 Norway 3 176 610 SEK 1st (0.31x345,00) = 106,950 3.36 % 

2 Germany 2 598 505 SEK 2nd (0.02x 45,000) = 6900 0.26% 

3 Denmark 1 538 968 SEK 3rd - - 

4 Netherlands 685 834 SEK 4th (0.01x345,000) = 3450 0.5 % 

5 UK 602 307 SEK 5th - - 

6 Finland 527 349 SEK 6th - - 

7 USA 409 781 SEK 7th - - 

8 France 297 748 SEK 8th - - 

9 Italy 296 578 SEK 9th - - 

10 Russia 225 015 SEK 10th - - 

11 Spain 182 128 SEK 11th - - 

12 China 111 126 SEK 12th - - 

As per the report of visit Sweden, the thirty most popular attractions and sights in 2010 

for Swedes and foreign visitors that are shown below (Table-3); only Åre/Duved (Ski resort) 

and Vemdalen/Klövsjö in Härjedalen represent Jämtland county with 13
th

 and 26
th

 ranks 

respectively (Visit Sweden, 2012).This indicates that Jämtland is only known by nature gift 

resources activities but not with other culture based attractions. Moreover, these two sites 

have no any direct impacts to the tourist arrivals number of Östersund. As a result, Östersund 

does not have any especial attraction values that can inspire foreign tourists to visit the city. 

This situation of the city is by far justified with the statistics of Östersund foreign tourist 

arrivals that is limited to only three foreign tourists generating countries i.e. Norwegians, 

Germans and Hollander (see Table- 2) (Östersund Tourist Office, 2010). 

Östersund foreign tourist arrivals in year 2010 and 2011, holds about thirty eight (38) 

and forty-one (41) percent of the total foreign tourist arrivals in Östersund respectively. The 

majority, probably, thirty percent of Östersund foreign visitors come from Norway, Germany, 

and Holland. However, if one see the national relative tourists arrivals ratio of Norwegians, 

Germans, Hollander to Östersund both in 2010 and 2011, it is limited to the number of 

106,950, 6900, 3450 i.e. 3.36 %, 0.26%, 0.5% respectively. Such kind of tourist arrivals ratio 

could have given a sign for Östersund tourism actors that the city is not a place of diversity as 

far as foreign tourist’s arrivals is concerned. For instance, if someone consider the thirty one 

(31) percent of Norwegian tourists arrivals in Östersund i.e. 106,950 but this is very 

insignificant as compared to the total 2010 Norwegian tourists arrivals number in Sweden 

that is 3, 176,610. (See Table-2), 

In Östersund, events such as Storsjöcupen, Storsjöyran, Biathlon, and Scandinavian 

Tour car championships (STCC) are the most prominent events that appear to be the sources 

of huge numbers of spectator arrivals to the city. However, from the above four big events 

only Storsjöcupen and Storsjöyran are listed as the visitors arrivals reasons in Östersund with 

the ratio share of 5% and 4 % respectively. This implies that events such as Biathlon, STCC 
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and others are not considered as the main tourists’ arrival reasons in Östersund. Instead, many 

tourists arrive in Östersund with different reasons such as, visiting sights, participating in 

activities, visit family (friends) and tourist who come as a transit (see Table -5). 

Table 3: The thirty most popular attractions and sights in Sweden (2010) 

Rank Reasons for arrival Number of tourists 

1 Liseberg (Amusement park), Gothenburg: 2 900 000 

2 Folkets Park, Malmö 2 857 058 

3 Kulturhuset (Cultural venue), Stockholm: 2 090 743 

4 Sälen (Ski resort): 2 020 000 

5 Fyrishov (Sports facility), Uppsala: 1 721 878 

6 Globe Arena (Sports & entertainment facility), Stockholm: 1 580 000 

7 Stockholm International Fairs: 1 320 934 

8 Gröna Lund (Amusement Park), Stockholm: 1 305 612 

9 Skansen (Outdoor folklore museum), Stockholm: 1 285 122 

10 Svenska mässan, Göteborg 1 191 033 

11 Eriksdalsbadet (Aquatic Centre), Stockholm: 1 135 057 

12 Vasa Museum, Stockholm: 1 129 184 

13 Åre/Duved (Ski resort): 1 060 000 

14 Rosvalla (Events centre), Nyköping: 958 000 

15 Kungliga Slottet (Royal Palace), Stockholm: 862 245 

16 Ales stenar (Megalithic monument), Ystad: 750 000 

17 Söderåsen Nationalpark (Recreational area), Skåne: 750 000 

18 Domkyrkan i Lund 700 000 

19 Dunkers kulturhus (Cultural venue), Helsingborg 655 571 

20 Scandinavium (Sports & entertainment facility), Gothenburg: 648 514 

21 Uppsala Domkyrka (Cathedral), Uppsala: 600 000 

22 Gustavsvik bad (Campground), Örebro: 598 000 

23 Idre Fjäll, Älvdalen: 568 000 

24 Naturhistoriska Riksmuséet, Stockholm: 545 000 

25 Kolmårdens djurpark (Wildlife park), Norrköping: 543 185 

26 Vemdalen/Klövsjö (Recreational area), Härjedalen: 543 000 

27 Aqua Mera (Aquatic Centre), Växjö: 540 000 

28 Mariebergsskogen, (Amusement Park), Karlstad: 537 000 

29 Universeum (Science centre), Gothenburg: 519 761 

30 Valhallabadet, (Aquatic Centre), Gothenburg: 501 729 

Table 4: Östersund tourist arrivals statistics (2010 and 2011) (Östersund Tourist Office, 

2010&2011) 

no Origin of the tourist 2010 2011 Growth difference 

% Rank In % Rank 

1 Sweden (local tourists) 62% 1st 59% 1st -3 

2 Norway 31% 2nd 30% 2nd -1 

3 Germen 2% 4th 5% 3rd +3 

4 Holland 1% 5th 1% 5th 0 

5 Other EU 1% 5th 1% 5th 0 

6 Other World 4% 3rd 4% 3rd 0 
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Even though Östersund tourist diversity in general is very weak, domestic tourist flows 

diversity is quite strong because Östersund be able to attract visitors from Northern, southern, 

eastern, western and central part of Sweden (see Table- 6). This is such a good promising 

performance for the destination and become vital to the future tourism development if 

Östersund is ready for hosting another fascinating event which is in this case local food 

festivals accompanied with other diverse cultural values in it.  

Table 5: Östersund tourist arrival reasons, 2010 (Östersund Tourist Office, 2010), 

No  Reason for arrival Ration in % 

1 visiting the sights / attractions  45% 

2 do/participate in activities  22% 

3 visit family/ friends 19% 

4 transit 10% 

5 shopping 5% 

6 Storsjöcupen 4% 

7 Storsjöyran 3% 

8 sun and bathing  2% 

9 another entertainment /event 2% 

10 stay in your own vacation home 1% 

11 Other 20%  

 

Different events which are held in Östersund were supposed to be used as alternative 

strategy to attract both local and foreign tourists to the destination; however, such big events 

have felt on the same challenges as far as visitor diversity is concerned. As it has been 

discussed in the above paragraphs so far, Storsjöcupen, Storsjöyran, Biathlon, and 

Scandinavian Tour Car Championships (STCC) are considered as the most popular events in 

Östersund, but as one can see the ratio of foreign visitor arrivals is insignificant ( see Table-

7), 

The author’s argument is not to question why only domestic tourists visit Östersund. 

Rather, the question is why international tourists are not inspired to visit Östersund once they 

have entered Sweden with other Purpose. In other words, once international tourists arrive in 

Stockholm, or Gothenburg why isn’t Östersund their preferred destination at least for local 

food and related events. 

Table 6: Östersund summer tourist’s origin places (2007),2012 

No Tourists generating 

regions 

Tourist share 

ration (100%) 

Rank 

1 Södra Götaland 4% 7th  

2 Västra Götaland 7% 5th  

3 Östra Götaland 5% 6th 

4 Stockholms län 10% 3rd  

5 Mellansverige 15% 2nd  

6 Södra Norrland 15% 2nd  

7 Norra Norrland 8% 4th  

8 Norge 26% 1st  

9 Övriga Europa 7% 5th  

10 Utanför Europa 1% 9th  

11 Ej svar  2% 8th  
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Table 7: Tourist arrival ratio (Sources: Interview,2012) 

No Events Local visitors arrival in 

%(100) 

Foreign visitors arrival in 

%(100) 

1 Storsjöcupen, - - 

2 Storsjöyran 90 7% (Norway) and 3 % (others)  

3 Biathlon 95 5% (Norway) 

4 Scandinavian Tour car 

championships (STCC) 

90 Foreign tourist arrival in 5 % 
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4. METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION 

The case study approach is recognized as an effective research strategy to explore the 

holistic scenarios of local food tourism outcomes to destinations by providing a vital link 

between theories and practices (Hjalager and Richard, 2002; Robert K, 2003). Using a case 

study approach, in-depth interviews were conducted with twenty-one key informants, which 

in one way or another, have an active role in local food tourism. The interviews involve 

representatives from public and government institutions, event hosting companies and local 

food producers. The sample contained twenty-one respondents who were selected from 

eighteen (18) organizations (institutions) of which eight (8) are men and thirteen (13) 

interviewees are women. As far as the position and role of each participant is concerned, the 

interviews incorporate twenty-one participants having the following position pattern in their 

respective institutions i.e. six (6) are managers (CEO), the other six (6) are section 

(department) heads and the rest nine (9) of them are owners/managers in their respective 

organization.  

Interviews were conducted in two ways; six interviews were conducted by telephone 

and the remaining fifteen were conducted in person at the ETOUR office. The interview 

process took almost one month i.e. from May 01- 28, 2012. Each interview took thirty to 

forty minutes. Ten (10) respondents represented different public and governmental 

institutions (PGI) namely Östersund municipality, tourism bureau, destination developers, 

restaurants associations, hotels associations, and innovation centers. Six (6) respondents 

represented six different local food producer (LFP) associations, and the remaining five (5) 

respondents represented five events hosting companies (EHC).The interviewees were 

selected by using snow ball sampling design (purposeful sampling design) and key 

informants methodology (Kumar, et al, 1993) whereby the selection process can justify the 

presences of strong relationship between the interviewees’ group activities and the issues 

which are the focus of this study. With the consent of each respondent, all twenty-one 

interviews are recorded and transcribed. By coding each respondent feedback i.e. PGI#1 – 

PGI #10, LFP#1- LFP#6, EHC#1- EHC#5, maximum care was taken to make sure that the 

confidentiality of the interview tapes and transcripts were maintained. All twenty-one (21) 

interviews were conducted by the author and produced transcripts ranging from 8 to 10 pages 

for each interview.  

The interview protocol contained three categories. First, local food producers (LFP) 

were asked seventeen (17) questions to explore the role of local food producers in branding 

Östersund as a food tourism destination. Second, Event Hosting Companies (EHCs) were 

also incorporated in the interview so as to map the extent of their role in using these events to 

market or serve local foods. Third, Public and government institutions (PGI) were sampled to 

see how they consider local food tourism as a reason for tourist arrivals. This type of 

qualitative analysis is especially appropriate because of evaluating such issue in the absence 

of previous research practices on Östersund local food system. 

4.1 Reliability and validity 

 In this study, the perception of each interviewee is represented substantially. As a 

result, the findings of the study are believed to be the reflection of a holistic impression of all 

respondents. This suggests that a different researcher working with these data would reach 

similar conclusion.   

4.2  Delimitation of the study outcome  

Delimitation is the limits or boundaries of this study outcome to answer the research 

questions. As a result, since this study applied snowball sampling and key informants 

procedure method (Kumar, et al, 1993), its result only confined to the number of institutions 
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which they have interviewees representation. However, study findings cannot be generalized 

to all stakeholders in the study region. This is a common limitation of qualitative research.  
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5. RESULTS 

This study focused on gathering and analyzing data from the three primary actor, or 

stakeholder groups, involved with local food festivals in Östersund: (i) public and 

governmental institutions; (ii) event hosting companies; and (iii) local food producers. 

Results are presented according to these actor groups (see Figure1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Model (lens) of exploring the roles of local food festivals and its feasibility in 

Östersund 
Keys for the above digram  

 NTN - Network, Trust and Norm(Putnam Social Capital Theory) 

 TTT- Tolerance, Talent and Teccnology( Florida creative capital (3T) theory) 
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5.1 The views of PGI, EHC and LFP regarding Östersund strategic resources for future 

tourism development in general  

The above three sectors i.e. Public and government institutions (PGI), Event Hosting 

Companies (EHC) and Local food producers (LFP) are engaged in interrelated tourism 

business activities. However, they have their own, different views regarding Östersund 

strategic resources. This section introduces these different views and explains their origin 

from the perspectives of each of the three actor groups included in this study.   

Different authorities have their own impression about the most strategic future tourism 

resources of Östersund. Some believe that sport, healthy holidays and walking mountains are 

more strategic (PGI#3).Others claim that, along with being a winter destination, events & 

local foods are vital resources for future tourism development (PGI#4). Local food is also 

seen as an unexploited resource with much potential and may be important for the future 

tourism development since nearly every event already has some type of food component 

(PGI#5). The reason for this comment was the perception that Östersund is a good venue for 

experiencing gastronomic history, culture and provides opportunities to let visitors taste the 

region (PGI#5). Other institutions claim that nature based and outdoor activities are more 

strategic resources; and food is not strong enough to be the main tourist pull factor (PGI#6).  

Other experts claim that the geographical location of the town is the most strategic 

resources. The venues of mountain skiing, hiking, biking and other activities are located 

nearby the town. They believe that these activities can bring better communication to the city 

and provide ample opportunities to let tourists explore local food experiences (PGI#1).In 

addition, ample free space of unpopulated area, genuine natural experience (water, and 

forests) are also classified as the city’s future destiny (PGI#8). As of now, nature tourism is a 

common reason for tourist arrivals (PGI#9). Hence, one of the PGI participants describes 

Östersund future strategic tourism resources like this: “I think it is like selling the idea of 

having the town experience but still being in much cleared experience such as mountains, 

rivers and this kind of very natural experience. For example the possibility to stay in the town 

but still tourist can go out to a place where they don’t meet anyone; this contrast is something 

that we could sell it more as a concept (PGI#9)” 

There are also few respondents who literally believe that food can be a brand of 

Östersund and became strategic resource in the future since restaurants can use local foods 

resources directly from local farmers (PGI#10). However, although there is a discussion on 

regional leadership level regarding local food contribution, they do not yet reach on 

consensus to underline local food tourism as Östersund future tourism development strategies 

(PGI#7). According to regional tourism perspectives, only sport (preferably winter) and 

outdoor activities (both experience and equipment development) are taken as strategic 

resources (PGI#7). In general, on regional as well as communal level, unlike food, hiking, 

fishing, and biking, golf, horse riding and skiing are labeled as the main reasons for tourists’ 

arrival (PGI#2). 

These comments come from different people who, in one way or another, have a direct 

relationship with Östersund municipal administration and tourism office. As far as PGI 

participants are concerned, food is considered as under-developed strategic resources. 

However, PGIs believe that there was no appropriate initiatives on some of governmental 

stakeholders on the issue of how could local food tourism become the compliment reason, if 

not the principal. The reason to come up with such perception is due to the feedback of the 

respective respondents and there is no any statistics which can show the actual contribution of 

food experiences to the tourist arrivals number.  

People, working with event tourism have different perspectives about Östersund’s 

future strategic tourism resources. For instance, the World Cup Biathlon Championship, 

which is held in Östersund, views large events and winter activities as key strategic resources 
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(EHC#2). However, some other event coordinators claim that the town as a whole is the most 

strategic resource. Accordingly, it is very difficult to identify item out of many resources 

unless all stakeholders work together jointly to change the whole picture of Östersund 

(EHC#3). They believe that it is the only way for Östersund to advance as a more sustainable 

tourist destination. One EHC participant described the necessity of joint work like this: “It is 

very hard to say one resource part; as a tourist you must feel the town itself as a whole. For 

example, in your mind, you may say that, next summer, I want to go to that town. Let us say 

Paris or Bulverde, and then you can see yourself sitting in the bar, so this kind of taste of the 

small town of Östersund is the future strategic resources (EHC#3)”  

And some other event coordinators believe that the presences of many small and big 

events in different times can serve as Östersund future tourism development strategy 

(EHC#4). One event company manger described Östersund’s future tourism resources like 

this: “We have many different kinds of events, such as Storsjöyran, Störscupen, World Cup 

Biathlon, STCC and other several smaller events in different category. Thus we (Östersund 

EHC) are good at the whole spectra of events that some other cities might have things to 

learn from Östersund as event city (EHC#4)”  

Artisan food production is a sign (brand) of Jämtland region. As a result, local food 

could be used as a tourism resource (LFP#2). Because visitors who come for skiing, hiking, 

riding and others activities, if local food is added, they would be happy to taste Jämtland 

through cheese, sausage, bread, chocolate, drinks and so on (LFP#2). All LFP participants 

believe that local food is a vital future resource for Östersund. 

5.2  The views of PGI, ECH, and LFP over the role of local food resources to Östersund 

(Jämtland) tourism in particular  

Different stakeholders have their own attitudes about the actual contribution of local 

food tourism and its role for bringing tourist to Jämtland County and Östersund. Östersund 

Municipality is involved in the city’s food initiatives together with the Jämtland regional 

administration by granting one million Swedish kroner as project startup funding (PGI#3). 

For this reason, when Östersund was nominated as a creative city of gastronomy in 2011, the 

municipality tourist office and other stakeholders were involved in the food project process 

(PGI#4). However, this project didn’t last beyond January 2012 since the designation of 

creative city of gastronomy went to the city of Gothenburg (PGI#6). Some stakeholders also 

argue that local food tourism was supposed be listed by the municipality as the most 

important tourism resource for the future development of Östersund; because adding 

gastronomic experiences to existing products or experiences is a necessity (PGI#5). 

Moreover, though eating is a physiological demand for visitors coming to Östersund with 

different reason such as family visiting, conference, education, shopping, sport, and as events 

spectators, it doesn’t get much attention as other tourist arrivals reasons (PGI#6).  

Many tourists who come to Jämtland are interested in local food experiences and this 

demand has grown in recent years (PGI#1). This result comes out due to the fact that 

Östersund city has been appointed as a creative city of gastronomy and the calendar capital 

for 2011. From then onwards, because of the local food presence in the area, different popular 

tourism articles had been written about Östersund and Jämtland (PGI#1).Though such 

branding offers a chance for the city to exploit this sector successfully, it doesn’t happen this 

way (PGI#1). In spite of Östersund’s popularity with local food products, the city is not 

attracting as many food tourists as expected. This idea is explicitly reflected by one PGI 

participant: “Right now, I think food is mainly good for the communication part only since 

there are not too many people travelling to here (Östersund) to experience food. But they 

(tourists) usually come to experience our activities so it is easier to communicate winter and 

summer activities if we add the food factor in it (PGI#1)”  
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The Jämtland design center has taken additional steps to lift up local food tourism. For 

example, they are engaged in designing processes for developing the concept of food taste 

trips; such as the Kulitur Company (PGI#9). The idea of food taste concept is developed 

since Jämtland design center believes local food has a potential factor to increase the quality 

of tourist experiences of in the region. Peak Innovation is also the leading innovation center 

for creating sports events, outdoor activity experiences and equipment development in the 

Jämtland region. However, according to one study participant, peak innovation does not 

believe that local food tourism is the main reason for visitors. One of the PGI study 

participant reflected on it this way: “ Local food is important but we do not think that it is the 

main reason for travelling , off course it is a compliment to the tourism industry but we didn’t 

engage in any kind of food research so far as far as peak innovation is concerned( PGI#7)”  

Restaurant owners who work in Östersund and the Jämtland region acknowledge that 

local food is important for satisfying tourist demand. The problem is the price for buying 

these products is high and customers might not be willing to pay for it (PGI#10). The above 

price problem has forced Vista to bargain against the governmental restaurant and hotels tax 

procedures. As a result of Vista’s interference, restaurants and hotels have got food tax reliefs 

from the municipality to twelve (12) percent reduction. The reason why Vista engaged in 

such kind of interference was they have realized that restaurants were in trouble with local 

food expense and forced to set high selling prices; thereby it became very tough for them to 

increase the local food tourism flows to Östersund. This idea is expressed by one of the PGI 

participants like this: “we had an effort to lower the taxes to 12 percent of eating food in 

restaurants that is one way for us supporting them (Members of restaurants and Hotels) 

because it is more expensive to buy locally produced food but this is one way for us to 

encourage them (PGI#10).” However in Vemdalen destination, the experience is different. 

Food is not yet considered as the main reason for tourist arrival there also but stakeholders 

have realized that once visitors arrive to the destination, local food services can be added to 

other activities and make visitor experiences more attractive (PGI#2).  

Östersund has been known for winter sport and outdoors activities for a long period of 

time because of its geographical and climatic nature. But Östersund has not been good at 

creating new tourism areas such as local food and other culture streams despite Jämtland’s 

rich food history (EHC#5). Apart from winter tourism, Jämtland has ample local food 

resources that can be recognized as the main future resources since the climate of Jämtland is 

different from other regions in Sweden (EHC#1). One of the EHC participants who work 

within a local food restaurant company explained the uniqueness of Östersund local food 

opportunity like this: “we make cheeses that you cannot find in any world, also a lot of meat, 

vegetables that is really fresh because the climate is very special here” (EHC#1). 

Local food experience is seen as a good opportunity by event coordinators because it 

can increase the degree of customer experience satisfaction instead of feeding them with 

imported products (EHC#2). In principle, coordinators of large events such as Storsjöyran, 

Biathlon, STCC and others, believe that local food should be consider as one part of their 

festival experience. However, the implementation of local food services in this context is 

constrained by many factors (these are described in the following section). Though this is the 

reality for many of Östersund’s event coordinators, they still have ambitions to be engaged in 

local food service activities if there is sufficient network and collaboration among PGI, LFP 

and EHC actors (EHC#3). This idea is articulated by the following EHC participant 

comment: “when Östersund became more and more interesting as a local food city, it also 

become a good opportunity for us (EHC) to make better things in the festivals “ (EHC#3), 

Local food tourism can add value to events because Östersund has a reputation as a 

food city, as evidenced through the UNESCO Creative city of Gastronomy designation 

(EHC#4). For some tour companies such as Kulitur, the reputation of local food is the main 
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focus for their business. These companies specialize in offering local food experience to area 

farms or products (EHC#5). However the cost of local cuisines is the big challenge for 

restaurants in Östersund because restaurants are forced to incur much cost in the process of 

accessing local food products to the preparation of authentic Jämti cuisines. As a result, very 

few restaurants use local food products to create special Jämti cultural food events. However, 

these restaurants couldn´t display the local food names in their ordinary menu since they have 

not guaranteed to get a sustainable supply from the primary local food producers (farmers) 

(EHC#1). Therefore, though EHC members are interested to include local food experiences 

to their events, they couldn’t do it in this way because there is lack of supply and it is very 

expensive if there is any; thereby such price would not be affordable for their customers as 

well.  

All LFP participants believed that local food can play its role in tourism arrivals in 

Östersund. They also acknowledge that the resources described by PGI and EHC participants 

can be reasons for tourism arrivals in Östersund. However, local food producers are 

disappointed when they see that local food tourism receives little attention, unlike other 

tourism resources in the region. LFP participants do not deny the presence of little technical 

support through LRF and Eldrimner training programs but LFPs don’t believe that these 

supports alone cannot bring creativity in local food tourism arrivals unless local producers are 

supported by other stakeholders outside of local food sectors such as event and activities 

sectors. Such perspective was also reflected in the above PGI and EHC data. 

If food tourism developed well, tourists who are already here for skiing, hiking, visiting 

and other events can get a chance to taste Jämtland food and increase their experience 

satisfaction (LFP#2). Because, the climate in Jämtland is good for some local food 

production; such as milk, meat, and potatoes and other products that mainly grow in cold 

environment. The grass is very good to feed the cows and farmers do not use pesticides and 

so on. Limited farming season always force Jämtland (Östersund) local food producers to set 

high prices for their products which at the end discourages consumer to order Jämti foods in 

restaurants(LFP#1,LFP#2). Producers believe if local food tourism lift up to the level of 

festivals, it will benefit them as well as customers who looks for modest price (LFP#1).This 

leads to the conclusion that local food tourism should be considered as a strategic resource to 

the city.  

5.3 The level of networking and collaboration among PGI, EHC and LFP in Östersund 

Jämtland local food tourism 

Though the PGI sectors are claiming that they are doing the right support to local food 

tourism, this hasn’t been recognized (credited) by the LFPs. The project which the 

municipality of Östersund granted one million SEK is designed to help a group of local food 

producers, restaurants, and other actors in the tourism sector to work together to the following 

year’s activities (PGI#3). However, this project was never described by study participants as 

an opportunity. In the contrary both EHC and LFP blame governmental authorities for 

undermining the role of local food tourism to the regional economic growth; and even for not 

having a demand to build a central local food service access though there are many people 

who live with potential demand for local foods (EHC#4 and LFP#4). Because artisan foods 

are vital for Östersund food tourism but as same time it is not easy to access them and 

perhaps difficult some times to get information whether they are open or how to get there 

easily (PGI#1). In addition to this, convincing local and regional politicians to get more local 

foods stuffs in the local public tables is a big challenge though customers (visitors) are 

interested on local food products and festivals. Due to this reason the public food tables serve 

local foods only with three (3%) ratio (PGI#5). Östersund tourism office claimed that they 

are doing their best in coordinating local food producers with other stakeholders that are in 
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one or another way; have relationship with local food producers (PGI#4). To mention few 

practical examples, one food process project group was created by Östersund tourist office 

but this project was dissolved once Östersund finished its 2011 food capital year nomination 

(PGI#6). However, in a regional level, Jämtland Härjedalen Tourism (JHT) at the moment 

claims that it works on food very strategically since they are running the project called Food 

Experience in Jämtland Härjedalen(Mat upplevelser i Jämtland Härjedalen)(PGI#5). 

However, it is hardly enough to claim that different concerned Jämtland (Östersund) regional 

stakeholders have a common holistic view on the issues of core value of local foods and its 

roles in local tourism development (PGI#5). 

According to PGI study participants, JHT is playing a positive role in creating network 

among different stakeholders to connect local food producers with destination developers, 

hotels and restaurants, and other tourism sectors(PGI#1). JHT is also engaged in marketing 

the services and products of hotels, restaurants, and local food producers on the web and 

through the magazine, Gastronomy (PGI#1).They occasionally arrange meetings with 

destinations developers, local food producers, hotels and restaurants to enable cooperation 

among these actors including governmental officials.  

The design center of Jämtland is promoting the issue of local food in the Jämtland 

region. For example, they hold exhibits, seminars, network activities, and promote products 

from the Jämtland region. They also partake in developing and implementing design process 

for the development of the societies around the region executing different projects such as 

development, local food, culture and other related activities (PGI#9). 

Local food producers are strategic alliances for destination development. For example, 

Vemdalen is a good example in the region.  In Vemdalen local food producers are engaged in 

a destination development process being active stakeholder along with hotels, restaurants, 

resorts, and tourism business. This creates clear common visions within all stakeholder 

strategy and enable them respect their differences so as to advance with their common vision 

(PGI#2). Therefore Vemdalen destination is set up with seventy eight (78) different 

stakeholders; out of these, six (6) are local food producers. As a result, Vemdalen destination 

arranges different activities together with local food producers; for example the bicycling tour 

event in Vemdalen. When the athletes reach on the destination, they stop their bicycle and 

taste the products of local producers. This project is supported by the official map and 

website profile of Vemdalen destination so that all riders can see about the outdoor guest 

services of local food producers along with inspiring presentation about each producer. 

However, although Vemdalen destination recognized the importance of local food producers 

for destination development, they still don’t believe that local food is the main reason for 

arrival. This concept is reflected by one of the PGI participants: “We think that it (local food) 

is not the main reasons for the guest traveling to us but it is very important when the guests 

are arrived here (vemdalen) already” (PGI#2). 

The municipality of Östersund collaborates with event makers only when these 

activities are believed to be beneficial for the entire community, including areas around the 

city (PGI#3). For instance, the municipality works with the biathlon world cup event since it 

brings visitors from other parts of Sweden and abroad to the region. As a result, the 

municipality has contributed two million SEK to support the biathlon event in Östersund. 

However, this does not happen with the Störsjoyran festivals because the municipality does 

not believe that these music festivals have the same impact as biathlon. In general, the 

municipality does not fund event coordinators simply because they are doing events in 

Östersund. However, the municipality does advertise and promote tourism activities. 

Though the Municipality of Östersund and Östersund tourist office have direct 

occupational relationship with some of the major event makers, these authorities could not 

lobby the issue of serving local food cuisine to these events. For example, the municipality 
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supports some of these event coordinators, but there is no any agreement to let them use local 

food products while they(EHCs) serve food to their players, guests, and spectators (PGI#3). 

Östersund tourist office is also plays its role through coordinating, promoting events and 

selling events tickets as a partner. They sometimes support event coordinators by sharing the 

cost of advertising, for example presenting all events within one broacher. However, although 

the tourist office helps events through advertising and other stuffs, tourist office does not 

have any right to enforce the event coordinators use local food products while serving food in 

the event destination (PGI#4). These imply that the use of local food services in these events 

only lays on the sole interest of the principal stakeholders, which is in this case, the event 

coordinators.  

Different Jämtland regional centers, who are supposed to be active participant in 

creation of local food festival tourism, are not seen as active as expected. For example, the 

Jämtland regional council, which was formed through a merger of municipalities in the 

region in 2011, was not so much involved in the local food workshops. Because, the Jämtland 

regional council was not collaborating with event coordinators as far as the issue of local 

foods tourism is concerned (PGI#5). Even in JHT context,  though it markets the services and 

products of hotels, restaurants, and local food producers on the web and through the 

magazine, Gastronomy (PGI#1), tourists who visit  the gastronomy web JHT could not able 

to book services of other events straightaway there (PGI#5). In spite of these constraints, JHT 

is working in coordination with events which held in Östersund. Principally, JHT works with 

bigger events through partnership i.e. sponsoring and knowledge exchange, but it doesn’t 

have any legal (consensus) power to make lobby to these big events let them use local foods 

dish in their cuisine (PGI#1). Apart from the problems stated in the above paragraphs, the 

Jämtland regional food tourism challenges are aggravated by the absence of team work across 

all sectors as it was seen once during the 2011 nomination of food capital of Sweden. One of 

the PGI participants explained the networking and collaboration challenge: “When we make a 

magazine or an event, we used to have few people from different sectors working together on 

it; we had it last year during the project when we were nominated as calendar capital of 

Sweden but it is now a bit more spread out, thus we need one of this team work sprit again 

with the focus of gastronomy “(PGI#5)   

At a strategic level, networking of tourism actors in Östersund appears to be weak.  For 

example, Jämtland design center is the office that was supposed to create sustainable network 

solution for local food producers through connecting them with event coordinators. However, 

they do not do this mission at all except they have been engaged in störsjöyran project called 

workshop in Urban( Spektakel Dagen) i.e. putting the handcrafts work of many creative 

people together and telling story about their works to visitors  who come from the local 

community. But, even in this occasion, this office did not use this event to brand local foods 

products (PGI#9). Similarly, some national hotels and restaurants organization, such as Visita 

(SHR), works with JHT and LRF when there is a need to work together having events, for 

example, the capital city of food in 2011(Matlandet av huvudstaden) (PGI#10).Though Visita 

has a great potential to create networking among local food producers, hotels and restaurants 

association in Östersund, it didn’t reach out local producers directly. If Visita was able to 

coordinate producers, it could have played vital role in branding while it avail itself in 

Storsjöyran, Biathlon, and in other market which is held in the square at the last Saturday of 

every month. Visita admitted that they could have done more on the networking and 

collaboration but they don’t have any excuse for not engaging in local food tourism with a 

big scale because its office hasn’t been long time since they have opened their northern 

regional office in Östersund (PGI#10). 

Local food tourism has not been recognized as a potential factor for regional growth in 

Jämtland; thereby they couldn’t be networked with other stakeholders. For example, Peak 
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Innovation is one of the regional research and innovation centers that didn’t engage in any 

kind of research in the role of local food tourism to the visitor arrivals. This research center 

simply helps event coordinators if only they come up with problems or challenges which 

should be dealt with researchers who work within Peak Innovation and other partner 

universities. But this institution does not consider local food tourism as the real cause for the 

regional growth development because local food producers are limited with small scale 

industry (PGI#7). However, in Vemdalen destination, the inclusion of local food producers’ 

role in growth development has been recognized by the destination. Because, this destination 

incorporate local food producers as destination stakeholders along with hotels, restaurants, 

resorts, and other tourism business actors (PGI#2). This indicates that Vemdalen destination 

has realized that having diverse stakeholders within a very tie network communication along 

with a mutual benefit and respect is a necessity but it didn’t happen in this case of Östersund. 

The majority number of hotels and restaurants in Sweden are members of the national 

organization called Visita; it does not help members to be networked for branding destination 

collectively. The mission of this organization is to provide only legal counseling but not for 

networking (Jämtland County). Because, other stuffs outside of legal counseling help are left 

for restaurants and hotels working in Östersund (PGI#10). Unlike Östersund, Vemdalen 

destination steps up in this respect. Because Vemdalen destination and JHT as a mediator 

usually have meeting with other horizontal destinations such as Åre and Funasdalen so that 

they can take lessons from other experiences. They also have a joint project now with Åre 

destination in particular in the issue of booking system development and training (PGI#2). 

Vemdalen destination is also working in tourism export project, whereby, they are working 

on it together with other destinations through JHT facilitation. Jämtland regional design 

center and peak innovation have good network with other regional centers and initiatives with 

the concern of other missions but this communication hardly benefit local food tourism in 

Östersund in particular (PGI#7; PGI#9).So literally speaking, creating network and 

cooperation seemed to be accepted by PGI participants as the potential solution for creating 

opportunities for destinations to develop local food tourism using the rich resources of 

Jämtland region but it is not as expected. Besides this, they do not have any legal power to 

lobby the EHCs decision to use them local food resources in their festival Cuisine.  

In Östersund, there are few big events such as Storsjöyran festival, Störcupen 

Scandinavian Tour Car Championships (STCC), Biathlon championship and other many 

small scale events. However, very few of them recognize the promotional contribution of 

local food experiences to increase the satisfaction of their customers. Yet companies that host 

events in Östersund know that Jämtland as a region, and Östersund as a city, has a strong 

local food reputation although they do not use it. The remainder of this section expresses this 

issue. 

In the Storsjöyran festival, the coordinator simply tries to recommend the presence of 

one or two local foods in the menu to their outsource restaurant groups. But the event 

coordinator doesn’t have any power to force restaurants to serve local food since the 

coordinator may lose sponsorship money that comes from outsider restaurants owners. In 

addition, restaurants are not able to serve local cuisine at competitive price. This idea is 

reflected by one of the EHC participant like this; “Local food is very expensive of course; 

and even local food that is available in the super market is expensive. We (restaurants) can 

make local dish by purchasing from supermarket but we (restaurants) cannot make the 

marginal revenue otherwise it became expensive for the customers if we strive to set our 

marginal profit” (EHC#1). However, at times, restaurant owners do come out with two or 

three local meals if they feel that they can sell these offerings (EHC#3). But other event 

coordinators do not include local food items in their event meal menu since they do not 

believe that Östersund has Jämti brand restaurants where event makers can access all local 
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food cuisines for their spectators and visitors. This idea is shared by the majority of event 

coordinators but one of the EHC participants expressed the lack of local food restaurants with 

the following phrases: “In Östersund, You can go to an Italian restaurant, Thai restaurant and 

so on, but you can’t go to Jamti restaurants, so I think we need one or more restaurants that 

has Jämtlands (Östersund) food “(ECH#4)  

The above comment may have some validity but it is now early to accept the lack of 

food resources as the only reason that restrains event coordinators from using local foods in 

the arena. Rather, there are more factors which may explain these outcomes because the event 

company that raised the above comment didn’t work together with any of local food 

producers in their events yet (ECH#4). But still though EHCs believe they are the part of this 

local food challenge, they believe that the causes are complex; and thereby one of the EHC 

respondents explained his potential solution with the following statement;  

If we (EHCs) have a coordinator that works with strategies on the issues of 

why we are having these events and how can we make sure that we will have 

them in the future. There should be a neutral organization as communal or 

destination of Östersund which will work on coordination and strategies 

among events and other related tourism actors (local food tourism) to bring 

new spectators (EHC#4).  

Otherwise it will be hard for EHCs to take care of local food producers’ success while EHCs 

are in frustration due to the economic situation and competition pressures that come from 

other regional events (EHC#4); however there are small tour event companies such as Kulitur 

that work with local food producers and hotels (ECH#5).This tour event was developed 

together with twenty five local food producer companies to the aim of tasting Jämtland foods 

and drinks products, such as chocolates, cheese, wine, beer, bread, marmalade, milk, meat, 

fruits, and other products that are produced in Jämtland using its own regional resources.  

In this respect, Kulitur has shown that local food experiences can be the reason for 

visitor arrivals (ECH#5). This company attracts tourists because it creates opportunities for 

visitors through visiting the farm, tasting foods & drinks and hearing story about the firm, 

product, entrepreneur’s life, and village history where the farm is located. Moreover, such 

experiences provide education through the project presentation of each visited farm about 

their products in the perspective of global contexts. Such kind of story telling marketing is 

also implemented by some of the restaurants in Östersund using story telling as a main 

component of their food  service experiences (EHC#1). However, it is very few of them have 

good connections with local food producers and able to visit the farms to understand what 

kind of products farmers are producing, and how they are processed. Such knowledge helps 

the restaurants to know producers products, thereby enhancing their dish with much better 

story telling package in the restaurant (EHC#1). 

Study data suggest that duet to the price issue and nature of event experience, it is not 

so easy for local food producers to work together with EHC stakeholders which takes place in 

Östersund because the actual visitors of some of the big events appears to seek foods with fair 

price such as Sausage for twenty SEK and Hamburger for thirty or forty SEK (LFP#2). But 

for example if artisan food producers serve sausage and bread in these event, it probably costs 

more than sixty SEK each. Therefore, the provision of authentic Jämti branded food is limited 

with a more luxury selling places such as on big restaurants, and other special picnics 

(LFP#2). LFPs couldn’t serve local food products at down town in Östersund where football 

game took place, because the price of local food is very expensive for these football tourists 

(LFP#2). For example, Eldrimner tried to work with Storsjöyran music festivals event and the 

last Saturday trade market, however, at the moment, they seemed to have the conclusion that 

these big events are not potential markets for local food producers in Östersund. The reason is 

simple because spectators don’t afford the food prices, in such type of music events, so 
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visitors do not eat local food but drinking beer and other alcohols are the major experiences 

for them (LFP#2). One of the LEP participants expressed the real challenge of using these 

events for selling local food: “We do hope and fully want people to come to Jämtland to be a 

part of sport (other events) at same time to taste Jämtland foods. But it is not successful today 

to use these events for selling our local food products, so we have a lot of work to deal with 

from now onwards “(LFP#2)  

As a result, Eldrimner, make a shift to use its Jämtland regional branch to help its 450 

(four hundred fifty) local food producers in searching of new way of approaching to other 

target customers. Hence, Eldrimner focus on providing educational support in the startup 

stage so that local food producers are able to find new markets out of these big events visitors 

stated in the above discussion (LFP#2).  

Like Eldrimner, LRF, also tries to help its members to solve the challenge of food price 

and market using its own regional branches. Jämtland LRF office has responsibility for about 

four thousand four hundred (4400) members whereas the national LRF incorporates one 

hundred eighty thousand (180,000) members. The membership includes farmers, foresters 

and small scale tourist sites (LFP#1).Thus few local food producers, through LRF together 

with JHT; use few bigger events since they have realized that these events are very important 

to sell out their local foods. As a result, LRF have provided local food service at Sweden 

championship league week(SM-Veckan) which is always held in January, world cup Biathlon 

event once, and also on the special events for foresters Biathlon in 2011. This implies that 

LRF has tried to reach out few of the big events in Östersund though such kind of marketing 

has happened occasionally but not with strategic alliances (LFP#1). Though local food 

producers are survived after passing through these challenges, they do not feel that they get 

cooperation support from government as controlling laws are set against producers’ interest. 

To mention two examples, current government rules create a big challenge for local food 

producers because producers are forced to use inorganic chemical material while they have 

their own raw material that is good enough to produce the product without using these 

chemicals at all (LFP#2) and the second issue is that the food price convention whereby local 

food producers are forced to available their products at law price subsidy (LFP#1). Because 

as per one example of producers’ arguments on milk product, based on EU convention, one 

kilo milk is set to be purchased by three (3) SEK from the farm diary and EU Agriculture 

politics subsidized one gram milk with one (1) SEK to the farm diary but this milk is sold 

with 9 to 10 SEK in Super market (LFP#1). Therefore, local food producers need the 

government role to work on rules and regulations that favor them. Otherwise, they can no 

longer survive in the competition since the climate situation in Jämtland is very cold and they 

cannot produce food products for long period of season (LFP#1). 

5.4 Benchmarking 

In any business, the competitiveness of a company should not be measured by 

productivity alone. Instead, efficiency should be taken as a priority than any parameters. 

Because, productivity is the ratio of output/input but it doesn’t measure the real performance 

of a company since productivity (effectiveness) is all about doing things right but not doing 

the right things(efficiency) (Matthias & Weiermair, 2004). Thus, if a company, city, or small 

scale industry needs to evaluate its performance, it should compare and contrast its 

performance with other competitors working within the same business sector under 

proportional scale. This ultimately can help a company to adjust its future actions with 

respect to other. As a result, the author uses benchmarking concept in exploring the actual 

performance of different stakeholder groups in Östersund as far as destination branding is 

concerned. In this respect, the following paragraphs can show us how the PGI, EHC and LFP 

use benchmarking to improve their success: 
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Although Östersund has a cooperation network with Sundsvall and Trondheim cities 

under the SÖT program agreement which stands for Sundsvall, Östersund, and Trondheim 

cooperation agreement, they hardly work on benchmarking. Östersund has cooperation with 

Fallen to create an opportunity for Östersund since Fallen is nominated to host the 2015 

world championship in cross country skiing (PGI#3). Such kind of relationship is good for 

creating discussion on how to host international events as well as possible. However, local 

food as a subject, the municipality didn’t perform benchmarking with other cities that are 

successful in local food tourism branding. Although Östersund is listed in the creative city of 

gastronomy, it is not registered on the slow food organization network yet, whereby, the city 

end up with a big challenge to benchmark other destination cuisines to inspire foreign tourist 

arrivals. This implies that there is little concern on the side of the municipality because the 

issue of local food tourism benchmarking and its contribution to regional economic growth is 

undermined.  

In this regard, though Östersund tourism office creates cooperation with Gothenburg 

city to exchange knowledge on how to host food capital nomination, it does not entertain 

benchmarking to other destinations (PGI#4). All activities implemented through Östersund 

tourism office is all about sharing the experiences of Östersund to the other cities, because, 

Östersund is the first destination designated as food capital of Sweden. The lately recognized 

national food nomination issue in 2011 can be recognized as a sign that local food tourism is 

not an old sector supported by a Swedish government in a strategic level. Generally, 

Östersund doesn’t have direct benchmarking communication to other cities that are popular 

with local food tourism except Gothenburg, which is even meant only for collaboration 

instead of benchmarking. One of the PGI participants explained about the lack of 

benchmarking in Östersund local food sector:   

We only communicate at the moment with Gothenburg but as of now we 

don’t have any plans to benchmark with others cities which I think it is so sad 

because we could really do that but we are now collaborating a bit with 

Trondheim, Bagen but it is mostly training them on how we (Östersund) 

passed through to get these two medals i.e. calendar capital and creative city 

(PGI#5)  

JHT has also created a cooperation with other regions in different ways to develop food 

tourism both on the national level that is visit Sweden and Västra Götaland region, Höga 

Kusten, and Hälsingland, but in all stream this does not entertain benchmarking concepts 

(PGI#1). The reason for having such cooperation is due to the majority of Jämtländ tourism 

arrivals use car transportation, hence , the regional tourism tried to develop cooperation with 

Höga kusten in the east and Hälsingland in the south and visit Sweden at the national level 

(PGI#1). As a result, from the above discussion , one easily recognized that Östersund lacks 

local food benchmarking ,which in turn, creates the dormant scenario  which let the city to be 

set on the front running race but without competitors. This restrains the city to see the failure 

and success of local food tourism as compared to other destination successes. 

Like the PGIs, event making companies are not good with benchmarking. For instance, 

Biathlon event has good cooperation with Storsjöyran, Störcupen and Åre world cup as well 

as the IBU (International Biathlon Union), however, the relationship of the Biathlon 

coordinators with other event coordinators does not embrace benchmarking(EHC#2).For 

example in Storsjöyran music festival, they haven’t worked with events to measure their 

relative success (EHC#3). However, tour companies such as Kulitur (calendar travels) has 

good experience that sometimes compares its performance with others competitors (EHC#5).  

Benchmarking is a dead thought for Östersund local food producers because they do not 

have any intention to refer to the excellence of competitors to their performance. The real 

challenge for Östersund local food tourism is the absence of business minded entrepreneurs 
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having a common vision. (PGI #5) .LFPs mostly works individually except having some 

basic professional advice from LRF and Eldrimner i.e. solving the questions of local foods 

producers through steering (leading) group. In this case, groups are created by Artisan food 

producers but this only happen when restaurant owners offer a request to have such kind of 

discussion in the first place (LFP#1; LFP#2).  

5.5 Branding  

Branding is an important activity by which a company or a destination can profile its 

product or services to the potential customers. Branding is also done in different ways 

according to the type of product or serves. As per Hankinson (2003), destination branding has 

three dimensional advantages to the destination; first as communicators, whereby, a brand 

represents a mark of ownership and a means of product differentiation manifested in legally 

protected names, logos, and trademarks. Second as a conceptual entity, by which, brands are 

regarded as having public image which is defined in terms of a collection of associations 

perceived by the consumer. Third as value enhancers, as a result, brands came to be nurtured 

and invested in. Thus the author reviews Östersund local food branding experiences: 

Östersund municipality does not use national Media to brand the city tourism resources 

because they believe that such kind of advertising costs more than the benefits it provides 

back to the city. This thought is expressed by one of the PGI participants: “As part of 

advertisement, when the events have their own advertisement, we will be a part of it, but we 

don’t have so much of our own advertisement in national papers or newspapers in Stockholm 

and so on, because it is not useful to use the money for that since it cost too much and gives 

us too less “(PGI#3)   

The above comment indicates that Östersund does not have national local food 

destination branding strategy that set up from the communal authority’s perspectives. 

However, tourist office tries to brand the tourist sites of Östersund and surrounding areas 

through different ways. For example, for those tourists who are outside of Östersund, they 

mainly use Visit Sweden helps and social medias (Facebook) but if the tourists are already 

arrived in Östersund city, they profile the city attractions using brochures (PGI#4).With all 

these factors, as it was seen in the communal experience, Östersund tourism office  also 

didn’t try to reach out foreign markets by its self because  this office believe that Visit 

Sweden is the master market intelligence institution that works to the interest of the nation as 

well as Östersund in particular. Although national branding is vital at the national level, the 

risk of having such kind of approaching is that it may end up with monopolized branding 

campaign whereby comparison (benchmarking) cannot be taken as an option. The role of 

Visit Sweden branding is not only expressed by tourist office but it was also referred by other 

private and governmental institutions respondents who were interviewed by this study 

(PGI#4). This implies that both Östersund municipality and Östersund tourist office have no 

local oriented strategy to address the demand of national as well as international food 

tourists’ demands. This idea is supported by one of the PGI respondent: “It is very 

challenging to show the uniqueness of our local food quality, because everyone is producing 

food in all over the world so we have to put forward to brand and show the uniqueness of our 

local food and its taste in Östersund (Jämtland) (PGI#6).  

JHT and Jämtland regional design center brand local food tourism using broacher and 

website profile. In the case of JHT, gastronomy is cited as a team in a digital platform 

(PGI#5). The regional office brands local foods using a magazine published by JHT. But in 

both center, the Media of branding local foods is limited with one language i.e. Swedish. The 

good thing for having this websites is that some events use this web platform for helping 

tourist to book events (PGI#5). However, webpage branding could have been arranged with 

other languages option at least with one of the international languages i.e. English but it did 
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not happen. Likewise, the Jämtland regional design center, though it does not sell products, it 

involves in promoting ideas to other regions of Sweden by using webpage as a means of 

branding. However, the communication is limited by language barrier because it does not use 

international language in the webpage profile (PGI#9). Others claims that the main challenge 

for local food producers is to get people here in Jämtland as well as developing local food 

restaurants that are situated along with the European high ways; like many fast food 

campiness such as MacDonald and Burger king are doing this as a strategy (PGI#1)  

Some other organizations, such as Visita, do believe that tourism packaging and 

branding of Östersund city should be done centrally through the tourism office channel; 

because they believe that it is the way to advance in destination branding. One of the PGI 

participants explained the packaging and branding experience of Östersund as follows: “I 

would say that tourism office is very important for Östersund tourism branding, because this 

office is a kind of the heart of our tourism as well as our organizations; so usually we come to 

the tourism office and make a package together; so we all meet at tourism office in different 

projects” (PGI#10).  

Even though Vista acknowledge that collective branding is a strategic approach, it 

brands Östersund to the rest of Sweden by putting the tourist attractions on the Visita map so 

that tourist easily know what Östersund stands for (PGI#10). Whereas in the case of Peak 

innovation, local food branding is something different from other companies activity. Since 

Peak innovation does not believe that local food tourism is a means for strategic regional 

growth, it does not use its webpage to brand local food tourism (PGI#7).  

Although the majority of EHCs used webpage branding strategy, the mode of 

communication is limited to Swedish language thereby foreign tourists could not understand 

for what the web page content stands for. The Biathlon competition in Östersund uses 

beautiful athletes’ pictures on its brochures and web site so that they can use it for branding 

purpose to inspire the potential tourists segment from abroad. As a result, Biathlon added 

English version profile to the web site platform because they realized that it is good for them 

to embrace international tourists to the event which they host it in Östersund (EHC#2). 

However, other festivals such as Storsjöcupen use only local media with only Swedish 

language because at the moment, they appear to be not ready with foreign tourists to their 

event.  

Solo Bar&kitchen&friends restaurant is the most successful local food restaurant in 

Östersund where tourists attend to the event of tasting the real Jämti foods and drinks along 

with fascinating storytelling. This restaurant doesn’t become popular by working with media 

branding except using its own website platform which is using only Swedish language. 

However, this restaurant works together with tourism offices and other sectors that have the 

opportunity to reach other potential tourists segments. Thus, the main success merits of its 

branding strategy are word of mouth and the quality of local food resources. One of the EHC 

participants has expressed the way they brand their services in the city: “We are trying to give 

information about our Jämtland food services to the tourist office and they (tourists) don’t eat 

pizza from Italy brand restaurant rather they should taste Jämti food so that they (tourist 

office) give information for foreign tourists to arrive in our restaurant” (EHC#1)  

Eldrimner have facilitated meetings between producers (Artisan food producers) and 

restaurants to find ways of cooperating to brand the availability of local food (LFP#2). But 

such activities take place only when restaurants request to meet with local food producers 

through Eldrimner .Sometimes they have had trade markets in Östersund and Stockholm 

where consumers come to see and buy Artisan food directly from producers. Otherwise 

branding is the responsibility of each local food producer (LFP#2). The same practice is seen 

at LRF, which is an organization for farmers in Sweden, where branding issues are left as the 

farmers’ responsibility but not for LRF. However, one thing is done by LRF i.e. creating 
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nationwide consumers awareness so that consumers can know how important to buy organic 

food from local food producers, thereby, to create sustainable cause and effect relationship 

among producers, consumers and environment (LFP#1). But branding in particular is left for 

each local food producers because individual branding is appears to be accepted as  more 

successful than collective branding (LFP#1; LFP#2). However, LRF work with farmers on 

how to create good condition for farms, animals and products at a limited scale.  

There are also very dynamic and successful local food producers such as 

Björksavsprodukter in Åre AB, Åre Chokladfabrik, Oviken Ost and Rönngården. For 

instance, SAV ( Björksavsprodukter), brands its products with more than seven languages. 

SAV believe that the population of Sweden is very small to their products hence they seek for 

foreign demands for selling its authenticated local product i.e. is a sparkling wine based on 

birch sap (LFP#4). This company has experienced that exporting local foods and alcohol is a 

hard task for small scale industries, unless producers have gone through the right procedures 

to SAV success history. One of the LFP participants explained how they deal with branding 

issues: “To be successful in branding, we have to build up an organization in each potential 

market countries so that we can show our product to restaurants, communicate with press; it 

can be TV or Radio because these all are the successful practices of our Sav Company “(LFP 

#4)  

SAV (Björksavsprodukter) was established in 2006 but it is more successful in the 

business because its branding technique is diverse in language and approaches. As a result, 

their branding techniques rely on the norms and interests of each country where they have 

potential market segments. As a result, they are able to export their local drinks products to 

about ten countries around the world. Whereas companies like Åre Chokladfabrik, use the 

reputation of Åre ski destination as a branding opportunity to inspire tourists to buy their 

chocolate products. Although Åre Chokladfabrik did not brand their product directly to the 

other places, Åre ski destination helps them to be known by tourists who visit Åre skiing 

destination because tourists are engaged in buying and disseminating good news about Åre 

Chokladfabrik (LFP#6). Consequently, this company becomes successful in branding as it 

has about one thousand seven hundred (1700) retailers for its product all over Sweden, 

Finland, and Germany and in some part of England.  

Other local food producers such as Örviken Öst and Rönngården use different way 

branding i.e. word of mouth, and sometimes their webpage though its webpage profile is 

limited with one language i.e. Swedish. Apart from this, Örviken öst uses the help of the 

Swedish embassy branding in London and sometimes use events which are hosted by Grosse 

handler (LFP#5). Whereas, Rönngården Marmalade Company don’t use webpage branding, 

instead, they reach out the tourists through the facilitation of Östersund tourist office  

broacher and the Swedish organization international magazines which is distributed to 

foreign countries, such as Germany, Holland and England etc. Accordingly, tourists who read 

this magazine at their home country may be inspired to come to Sweden to experience the 

local Marmalade product in Rönngården (LFP#3). In general, local food branding and 

exporting issues are not dealt well with regional and national government because local food 

producers believe that government only focus on branding big companies such as Ericson, 

Volvo etc.(LFP#4). One of the LFP participants explained how branding of local foods 

should be implemented as follows:  

The regional government has to develop center that works with exports issues to help 

the small scale food producers here in Jämtland; and they have to understand us (local food 

producers) to make the situation so good to export our products for other countries; because it 

is very hard and expensive to deal with export issue individually unless we all come together 

to cooperate each other through this governmental center branding (LFP#4) 
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5.6 Diversity  

According to Florida (2002), diversity is one of the means of innovation. Diversity can 

be expressed in the destination through the presence of diverse stakeholders, employees, 

customers (tourists), residents, cultures, values, talents, ethnics’ etc. The role of cultural 

diversity among destination stakeholders is also vital for enhancing organizational and 

product/service creativity. The idea to have diverse local food stakeholders will ultimately 

open up more diverse tourism markets to Östersund. However, as discussed below, the 

experiences of Östersund PGI, EHC and LFP do not reflect Florida’s notion of diversity for 

creativity.   

Residences and tourists diversity has not been seen well in Östersund though diversity 

is seemed to be accepted as a future strategy. As a result, the municipal has started discussion 

with few countries; such as Norway, Denmark, Germany, and Netherland, Great Britain on 

how to generate many tourists as well as permanent inhabitants to Östersund. One of the PGI 

participants explained how diversity hardly treated in Östersund municipal:  

First, I would say that we(Östersund) welcome all people wherever they are 

coming from, we are very satisfied if we got tourists from United States, 

Mexico, or wherever. But we knew that most of our tourists are coming from 

Norway, Denmark, Germany, Netherland, Great Britain, and we have for 

example cooperation with Netherland with travel agencies, aircraft agencies 

but that is not so much for tourism activities, rather it is more for mission of 

moving foreign inhabitants permanently to Östersund (PGI#3).  

As Municipal, the same experience is also seen in Östersund tourist office practice, 

whereby, they have worked once together with integration office to collaborate with other 

emigrants for hosting local food event while Östersund was designated as food capital of 

Sweden (PGI#4). However, such project was not implemented for tourism revenue 

generation, except, coloring the nomination year of the city displaying different ethnic based 

foods in the show. But, this activity is not implemented in 2012 because the food capital 

process project is terminated and the 2012 food capital nomination was given to Gothenburg 

(PGI#6). As a result, though local food appears to be one of Östersund tourist attraction, 

Östersund didn’t exploit this sector as expected. One of the PGI participants acknowledges 

the failure of Östersund tourism in entertaining diversity: “I can see that the role of diversity 

within food culture and creativity is an amazing opportunity for Östersund, but I think we are 

not using this opportunity except in week forty i.e. When we make food week, where 

different people can show everything which they have within gastronomy filed “(PGI#5). 

Although Jämtland regional tourism experts has realized that diverse food culture is a 

good opportunity to Östersund destination branding, they couldn’t found the tools (ways) to 

use this occasion for profiling tourism attraction (PGI#5). This office has few ideas that can 

pave the way on how the destination (Östersund) could develop local food events further but 

there were no funds because the donors have no clear picture about the holistic benefits of 

such local food events to Östersund. It is only few people who understand about the role of 

local food festivals to Östersund tourism development (PGI#5). In such festival, different 

emigrants are welcomed to decorate week forty by making food out of their recipes but using 

local foods products. However, the level of Östersund tourist office engagement in week 

forty event is not arranged to revenue oriented participation. So, if the city needs to be a 

diverse and exciting city, Östersund officials need to see diverse food festival opportunity to 

use it as a commercial way of moving forward (PGI#5). As far as JHT is concerned, it has 

strong concern about having diversity in the area that can lead them to successes by 

generating substantial amount revenue from food tourism (PGI#1). This idea is reflected in 

the comments forwarded by one of the PGI participants concern on how diverse food 

experiences are important to enhance diverse tourist arrivals: “If we want to attract 
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international tourists, diversity is important because domestic tourists come here at least in 

the winter and they have the bigger number to the destination, but for our international 

customers, we need to provide more diverse experiences especially in the summer season 

than in the winter” (PGI#1). 

According to JHT, the risk of having such kind of events (local food festivals) is 

probably the absence of enough number of visitors. Because JHT believe that if there were 

huge amount of international tourists to the extent that such event deserves it, it would have 

been happened by itself (PGI#1). But, as far as food diversity is concerned, JHT believe that 

Jämtland region is pointed out by visit Sweden as the most well-known imaged destination 

where tourist can find  diverse food experiences (PGI#1). However, the municipality does 

acknowledge that Östersund is lagging behind in dealing with diversity not only on tourist 

arrivals aspects but also on employment and residents enrolment. The following comment 

reflects the above comment: “ Sorry to say this,  but I don’t think that we have so much of 

different ethnic groups compared to other cities in Sweden  for example in Stockholm, 

Sodertalje, Malmö; we have  very few people(employees and residents) from other ethnic 

groups” (PGI#3)  

Due to the above reason(diversity), Östersund municipal has set up a goal within its 

budget program which claims that if all employees who work in Östersund are five thousand 

five hundred, then there should be at least so many percent of employees diversity as it is 

shown in the citizens’ population ratio (PGI#3). For example, if there is seven percent of a 

citizen from others a culture (ethic groups) in Östersund, there will be also a bid among these 

employees to the extent of their presence in the city (PGI#3). Looking for Östersund tourist 

office, JHT, and Jämtland design center experience, they are situated within the municipality 

scenario as far as diversity is concerned. As a result, if Östersund needs to be exciting city 

that inspire both domestic and international tourists, diversity should be considered as a good 

opportunity to look for new thoughts to come up with new way of approaching such 

challenge.  

The level of diverse tourist arrivals appears to be weak in all over the major big events 

which are hosted in Östersund. For example, in the biathlon event, out of the whole spectators 

only 5% are come from abroad who are totally Norwegians. Although the Biathlon event 

coordinators appear to be interested in foreign tourist arrivals, they could not accomplish it in 

this way because they do not have enough marketing resources so that they are forced to be 

limited to focus on Swedes and Norwegian tourists (EHC#2). However, though the biathlon 

event coordinators realized that they are in trouble with marketing resources, they do not use 

different ethnic based associations (communities) who live in Östersund and other regions to 

brand their event experiences. The reason why the biathlon is not working with these ethnic 

based groups is that it is because the biathlon coordinators do not have capacity to exploit 

such diverse opportunity. This idea was also reflected by the comment stated by one of the 

EHC participants: “Since we are quite a small association, we haven’t worked with other 

ethnic based associations, but it is not because we don’t want to work with them “(EHC#2)  

The same situation has happened in the Storsjöyran event as far as diversity is 

concerned where only eight (8) percent of the tourists come from Norway and other three (3) 

percent of the visitors come from other countries but the remaining eighty nine (89) percent 

of the Storsjöyran visitors’ arrivals is filled by swedes (EHC#3). Since the Storsjöyran event 

has branding resource shortage, it usually works with Östersund tourism office and ETOUR; 

however, like the biathlon event, it does not execute its market intelligence by using the role 

of different ethic based communities (groups) who have potential to brand its services to 

other places. Such Challenge of diversity is acknowledged by one of the EHC participants: 

“To be fair, we haven’t been good enough at diversity, it is bad to Florida arguments; we 

should have had the 3T concepts here in Östersund too” (EHC#3). 
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STCC also shared the same experiences of Storsjöyran and Biathlon events as far as 

visitors’ arrival is concerned. For example, its ninety (90) percent of spectators and athletes 

are Swedes and only ten (10) percent of the visitors come from Norway but not from other 

countries (EHC#4). However, despite the fact that visitor diversity is weak at the moment, 

STCC believes that its spectator’s diversity is relatively good as compared to other Östersund 

big events. In the view of STCC, foreign visitors’ might be an ambassador if they are pleased 

with the event experiences which are held in Östersund. This idea of visitors’ diversity is also 

shared by one of EHC participants: 

The main thing that Östersund should have in the future is that we need to 

have a coordinator (strategy person) who works with this kind of question 

(diversity) i.e. how do we get new spectators, and for example STCC might be 

different from other events since it has different type of spectators who are 

interested more in car, so it might be new people visiting Östersund 

(Jämtland) because of this car race (EHC#4)  

Though STCC acknowledges the role of diversity both on the spectators and athletes 

level, they do not realize that different ethnics based communities (associations) could have 

brought change to their event through branding and even in forwarding new innovative ideas 

that can increase the experience value of the STCC event visitors. However, one of the EHC 

participants explained the importance of ethics based branding in Östersund: 

We are not using ethnic based communities today but we should use them. 

However, honestly speaking, we don’t know how? but maybe we can have 

gathering & meetings and try to figure out what they think, how can we renew 

events, how should we work with tourists from their home country, how do 

they experience Östersund (Jämtland), and what do they think on what we 

should do better, so it is very interesting concept and we should work more 

with them (EHC#4). 

Though the diversity of tourist arrivals is not treated well in some of Östersund big 

events, there are few small tour events that work hard in branding  local food trips to diverse 

visitors. For example, Kulitur’s thirty (30%) percent of visitors come from South Africa, 

Finland, Romania, Norway and other countries. This has led Kulitur to offer better occasion 

for Swedes to show their cultural, historical, natural values, and local foods to the outside 

world besides they are doing this for the rest of local tourists (EHC#5). Kulitur is an icon tour 

company in Jämtland working on local food trips to about twenty farms whereby tourists can  

have the opportunity to taste  and experience the authenticated Jämti brand local foods and 

drinks along with very fascinating stories  about each local products and entrepreneurial 

activities(EHC#5). However, as far as new market segment exploration strategy is concerned, 

Kulitur did not go far because its branding media is limited to webpage profile which does 

not have any other international language options. Moreover, although Kulitur has got the 

chance of using different ethnic based communities in Östersund, it didn’t happen in this 

way. Despite the fact that the role of ethnic based association appears to be acknowledged by 

all stakeholders, no one used it so far. Such failure of using different ethnic based branding 

opportunity is reflected by one of the EHC participants: “That would be perfect to reach 

different ethnic based communities for branding, but we haven’t reached out them yet 

because we (our company) have been working with these few couple of years “(EHC#5)  

The challenge of having diverse visitor’s arrivals is also shared by Solo 

Bar&kitchen&friends. It is the most prominent restaurant where relatively visitors can get the 

real Jämti brand meal (dishes) together with a very fascinating story telling. This restaurant 

has become popular due to their authenticated local foods services. However, they couldn’t 

reach out many foreign tourists because it has a challenge to brand international visitors. The 

majority of its customers that holds about ninety (90) percent of the total arrivals are local 
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visitors whereas the rest ten (10) percent are from other countries who are actually 

Norwegians. However, Bar&kitchen&friends does not use other ethnics based communities 

branding role to increase the arrival number of diverse visitors  because the restaurant 

realized that using ethnic based associations branding strategy incur extra money and time 

(EHC#1). This concern is explained by one of the ECH participants: “We want them (other 

ethic based communities) to get foreign tourists from other countries but we didn’t use them 

for marketing our services due to probably with cost and time” (EHC#1). Solo 

Bar&kitchen&friends restaurant still become successful since they do things differently and 

provide cocktail services which other local food restaurants in Östersund  do not have such 

service at all (EHC#1). Therefore, generally speaking though all EHCs members are not good 

at creating diverse visitors arrivals and branding strategy, still there are few successful actors 

in their business due to two reasons i.e. either they do not have potential competitors or they 

use very especial resources which others do not accesses it. 

Like diverse visitors arrivals discussed above, the same challenge is also seen in 

employees’ diversity. For example, though there are ten employees who work for biathlon 

event all year round; there is no one person employed from other culture backgrounds hence 

creativity that comes from diverse employs thoughts is limited to that extent. However, many 

ethnic based groups’ volunteers are involved on activities which take place during the actual 

event time (EHC#2). Such experience is shared by all EHCs respondents who are involved in 

this study. 

Like the above PGI and EHC experiences discussion, the concept diversity oriented 

creativity is hardly treated by local food producers (LFP). Some of the local food producers 

who are members of Eldrimner organization have abroad market access such as Denmark, 

Germany, Switzerland, and China; however, the volume of these sales is very small (LFP#2). 

Only few LFPs are able to sell their products at the lower scale because the production 

capacity of each local food producer is limited by finance, marketing and others related 

resources and this has been acknowledged by one of the LFP participant: “ They (LFP 

members) have to find the channels to somewhere in the world where the needs of the 

customers is not thousands of cheeses but hundreds of cheeses, so that they can sell 

continually otherwise they don’t have large scale production capacity to satisfy large demand 

“ (LFP#2).  

At the national level, Eldrimner has seventeen staff of which three of them are assigned 

to work for Jämtland region. Even though this organization acknowledged that employees’ 

diversity can bring changes to the regional local food tourism market development, they do 

not work on it yet (LFP#2). In addition, Eldrimner doesn’t use different ethnic based 

communities (groups) branding who live in Östersund and around other neighborhood places 

in Jämtland. However, Eldrimner use the role of ethnic based groups in Krokom, the town 

nearby Östersund, in a project called the Multiple project in Krokom (Mångfaldsprojektet i 

Krokom).So Eldrimmner had one experience with different ethnics based communities 

(groups) enrolling them in making their recipe foods using Jämtland local food materials. 

This is such a good initiative of Krokom that should be shared by other Östersund local food 

tourism stakeholders (LFP#2).  

The same is true for LRF, Sweden diversity (staff, customer, and stakeholder). it has 

about two hundred fifty (250) stakeholders but diversity is not yet dealt well as expected 

because staffs (stakeholders) of other ethnic groups are limited to four to five (4 – 5) couples  

who work with them in Jämtland coming from Germen and Holland (LFP#1). Despite the 

presence of such kind of challenge, they do not engage themselves in using ethnic based 

groups to brand their services to inspire new stakeholders to the region. One of the LFP 

participants explained how such challenge has happened: “We only meet foreign people 
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when they ask us to start business in the countries side but we didn’t use other ethics based 

communities for branding our local food farming opportunities” (LFP#1)  

As per the LRF explanation, at the moment, the majority of local food producers who 

are engaged in meat, milk, and potatoes farms are concerned only with local market demands.  

However, as food import is becoming bigger and bigger at national level, few LRF members 

are now thinking to work on local food export (LFP#1). In addition to the absence of foreign 

market chain, local food producers in Jämtland do not offer differentiated diverse local food 

products because they sell out their products through retailer channel such as Marthin Olsson, 

Servera, and other. This led them not have direct contact with final consumers which actually 

discourage them from understanding the real feeling (preferences) progress of diverse 

customers. Of all four thousands four hundred forty (4440) members of farmers and tourism 

entrepreneurs in Jämtland, only four (4) members are enrolled from abroad entrepreneurs 

who come from Germany and Holland. This implies that LRF need to work more in market, 

stakeholders’ diversity than what they are doing right now (LFP#1).   

However, some local food producers such as SAV have special successful experience 

with different ethnic based associations for marketing or branding their local products to 

other countries. One of the LFP participants explained how diversity in all aspect matters on 

marketing (branding) successes: “Asian countries; such as China, Japan, South Korea and 

others, they reach markets through their people who live here (Sweden); So they contact me 

and discuss on how we could have business together “(LFP#4). As a result, SAV use multiple 

languages profile on its webpage such as Swedish, English, Germans, Chinese, Japanese and 

French. Such kind of  branding approach does not only help SAV’s market diversity success 

but it also help other Jämtland  local food producers in a way that SAV representative always  

brand other Jämtland local products when they are abroad, for example chees, etc. to their 

potential market segment (LFP#4).  

As per Florida argument, diversity is the sources for having different talents and at the 

end a prominent talent can lead others as far as it is important for better development to the 

destination. But it hasn’t been realized by many of local food stakeholders and other 

organizations that work in related activities that diversity approach could have brought  

change to the destination development of Jämtland in general and Östersund in particular 

(PGI#2; PGI#9). This problem is explained well by the following PGI participants’ comment: 

“I am not sure that we (destination stakeholders) are working with other ethnic based 

communities to profile our region (city) except with Sami people but we were supposed to do 

this as well” (PGI#9)  
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6. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE  

Although it is true that Östersund, Jämtland has so many opportunities to grow up 

within local food festivals tourism market, it actually lags behind. As a result, if Östersund 

needs to be a fascinating local food festivals city, study findings suggest that Östersund local 

food tourism stakeholders should at least focus on addressing  the following five major issues 

which reviewed below as follows; 

 Focus on developing a common regional vision, norm,  and strategy 

The real challenge for Östersund local food tourism is the absence of business minded 

entrepreneurs having a common vision because many of the local food producers in 

Östersund and surrounding areas do not strive to increase local food visitors arrivals to sell 

more products; instead they appear to be interested to follow their own personal production 

styles which kept them at a very small scale level. Moreover, it is hardly enough to claim that 

different concerned Jämtland (Östersund) regional stakeholders have a common holistic view 

on the issues of core value of local foods and its roles in local food tourism development. As 

of now, it is very tough for Östersund destination to create cooperation platform among local 

food stakeholders because there is no common norm that helps them to see each other as 

compliment for mutual benefits in the region (city). Apparently, Putnam’s social capital 

theory is used in this study to resolve the challenges that come from norm, communication, 

and network disorder among destination stakeholders. Each actor has important roles in a 

destination; therefore, the governmental should communicate local food stakeholders and 

take the leading roles as EHCs and LFPs are looking for its interference to create common 

destination norms among stakeholders. 

Strategy should be drafted to take care of existing big events such as Storsjöyran, 

Storsjöcupen, Biathlon, STCC and other smaller events. Because it is very hard for these 

events to keep their activities in a sustainable way due to the economic situation and 

competition pressure that come from other regional events in Sweden. The fact is these 

events are one way of reaching local food customers in the sense that the collapse of event 

companies could lead to the bankruptcy of local food producers in the destination as well. 

However, having all these challenges in the city, there is no any neutral destination or 

communal strategic coordinator that works with EHCs and LFPs; whereby the strategy 

coordinator can them in creating network and cooperation so that they can last in the business 

for long period of time.  

The government should issue new strategy for controlling system over the quality 

control of local foods production since the currently applied system put barriers for artisan 

food production process. As a result, the government creates a problem for local food 

producers when they are ordered to use chemicals for upgrading the natural color and tastes 

of the local food products. This is a big challenge for local food producers because they are 

forced to use inorganic material while they have their own raw material that is good enough 

to produce the product without using these chemicals at all. If local food producers are forced 

to use such chemical, it can change the authentic taste, color and nature of their local food 

products. However, this problem has never been recognized by the government officials yet. 

It is also very important that the government understands the local food tourism contribution 

to the communal as well as the regional growth. Local food producers need the government 

to work on rules and regulations that favor local food producers since the climate situation in 

(Östersund) Jämtland is very cold and they cannot produce food products for long period of 

season. Otherwise, it is very hard for local food producers to compete with other local food 

producers who live in other regions or countries. 
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 Improve Access to Sustainable Resources and Food Price Sensitivity 

At a moment, to get local food products in accessible areas is also a big challenge for 

consumers because there is no central local food services access in the city while many 

people who live with potential demands for local food. Artisan foods are vital for food 

tourism but as same time it is not easy to access them and perhaps difficult some times to get 

information whether they are open or how to get there easily. If Östersund will survive in the 

future with local food tourism market, it needs to set up such sustainable local food resource 

facilities to serve more visitors and restaurants. However, currently convincing local and 

regional politicians to get more local foods stuffs in the local public tables is a big challenge 

despite the fact that there are customers (visitors) who are interested on local food products. 

If the city be able to solve the above challenges, then local food tourism will go one step up 

to success and thereby it will be very easy to see how many more jobs are created by local 

food tourism markets. But, if the above prerequisites are not fulfilled by the destination 

stakeholders, local food tourism progress will go nowhere rather it will be kept with stagnate 

development stage if not worse. If a massive local food products presence is observed in 

Östersund public food tables, it can be symbolized as the positive reflections of sustainable 

resource development in a destination. Therefore, it would be nice to see the impact of local 

food tourism if thirteen (13) or more percent of the public food tables serve local foods 

instead of three (3) percent which actually available in Östersund Public market right now.   

If Östersund is not ready to establish sustainable local food resource access, the pressure 

of scares resource will end up in each actor and be able to discourage them going forward. 

For example, for restaurants which are located in Östersund and surrounding areas, it is very 

hard to put local food items in the menu schedule. Because the local food stock is often not so 

high and sometimes they run out of materials that the restaurants need them to provide local 

dish services. As a result, even restaurants that are known with local food dishes in 

Östersund, such as Solo Bar&kitchen&friends and others, do not serve local food dishes 

regularly except serving for few occasional events and picnics. The scarcity of local food 

stock do not only influence the regular restaurant services but it also influence the demand 

supply relationship among local food producers, restaurants, and final consumers. For 

example, in the Solo Bar&kitchen&friends especial occasions, only few visors (consumers) 

are willing buy the local dishes due to the high price that is set by primary producers on 

restaurants(supermarkets) and restaurants on final consumers. 

As restaurants tries to justify that they cannot serve regular local food dish because of 

high price set by primary producers, still primary producers replies to such argument with 

their own premises. Limited farming season is the real reason for Jämtland (Östersund) local 

food producers that force them to set high prices for their products which at the end 

discourages consumer to order Jämti foods in restaurants. Besides this, producers are not 

lucky to get massive purchasers and be able to compromise their selling price; for example, 

major big Supermarkets in Sweden such as Ica and others instead of buying genuine local 

meat products from neighborhood local food producers in Östersund, they are only interested 

on cheap imported food products. So it looks logical from producers’ perspectives. The other 

example of producers arguments is milk product, based on EU convention, one kilo milk is 

set to be purchased by three (3) SEK from the farm diary and EU Agriculture politics 

subsidized one gram milk with one (1) SEK to the farm dairy but when the milk is available 

to super market, it is sold out with nine (9) to ten (10) SEK.  As a result, local food producers 

do feel that they could not get the right subsidy treatment neither from governmental body or 

the free market. In the contrary, local food producers (in this case milk producers) usually see 

a controversial product like Coca-Cola and other inorganic drinks products that earn more 

money in supermarket than one kilo organic milk product could earn. So the best way for 

producer to survive in the business is appears to set high price on their products items. Such 
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challenges cannot be solved by issuing complains to the other group instead it needs 

moderator which the author believe that this moderator should be the local government. 

 Build a collective stakeholder efforts on branding  

In restaurant sectors, Jämtland region already have few successful restaurants such as 

Faveriken restaurants which ranks within the top fifty (50) popular restaurants in the 

world(PGI#1). However, the main challenge for the majority of local food producers is to get 

people here in Jämtland as well as developing restaurants that are situated along with the 

European high ways; like many fast food companies such as MacDonald and Burger king are 

doing this as a strategy. Even Östersund living with such branding issues, the option of 

creating collaboration with other ethnic based groups to brand Östersund local food tourism 

was not taken as an option. This in turn ends up with shortage of diverse branding talents for 

maintaining reputation on the uniqueness of Östersund (Jämtland) local food quality. This 

branding concern is shared by one of the PGI respondents: “It is very challenging to show the 

uniqueness of our local food quality, because everyone is producing food in all over the 

world so we have to put forward to show the uniqueness of our local food and its taste in 

Östersund, Jämtland” (PGI#6) 

Packaging is also one of the major challenges that restrained Jämtland local food export 

although Jämtland local foods are demanded by foreign markets. Local food export issue is 

not dealt well with governmental officials because local food producers believe that 

government only focus on branding big companies. However, local food producers feel that 

they could have accomplished good success if the government had helped them in 

coordination of exports; thereby producers can work on successful packaging that is suitable 

to the preferences of final customers who live abroad. Moreover local food is not a focus of 

research and strategy in Jämtland region except the region works only once with the food 

capital nomination project in 2011. Therefore, regional and local governmental officials 

should consider the above comment as well. 

 Enhance  stakeholder cooperation and collective action 

As Insun & Charles (2011) and Cohen & Avieli (2004) argued, absence of cooperation 

among stakeholders can lead to have high production cost which at the end discourages local 

food customers. The same situation is happening in Östersund; the price of local food 

products is a big challenge for local events coordinator because it is more expensive than 

other non-local food items. Such price sensitivity is explained by one of the EHC 

respondents: “Local foods products might be expensive for us compared to others food” 

(EHC#1). Sometimes the challenges of local food producers are not recognized by event 

coordinators because event hosting companies do not have any information whether local 

food producers are in trouble or not. Thus, such kind of weak communication and 

collaboration among destination stakeholders led the EHCs not to see the real challenge of 

local food producers and vice versa. The above challenge is reflected in the comment of one 

of the EHC respondents: “To be fair, I don’t know the challenge of local food producers since 

I haven’t been in to this (local food works), except partaking in a 2011 nomination year of 

event with tourism office” (EHC#3).  

Many companies that work in Östersund with tourism related activities have some ideas 

that worth for sales but they prefer to do things alone instead of working together with other 

stakeholders. This implies that unnecessary competition is created among stakeholders that 

offer the services which are complement to the other companies’ services. For example, the 

skiers who come to ski in a destination may not be interested to ski few days in the middle of 

a week but the ski destination usually does not let them to reach other tourism experiences. 

Because, the sky resorts see these tourists as their own private customers but not for other 
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companies which may have different services like horse riding, site tour, bicycling, local food 

festivals etc. Cooperation is a real challenge for Östersund local food tourism as it is clearly 

seen among producers, policy makers, and Event makers. For example, Eldrimner and LRF 

believe that the presence of as many local producers as possible in destination is a good 

opportunity for enhancing regional competitiveness and growth; thereby individual local food 

producer operation such as marketing and branding will be appear to be successful than 

working in a collective way.  However, this strategy has let them to be self-centered instead 

of creating network and collaboration with others producers. This indeed creates many 

challenges in the destination such as price, logistics, and customers’ awareness. The 

challenge of working in cooperation is revealed by one of the LFRs respondents: “They (local 

food producers) don’t all cooperate, only very few of them are cooperate with each other 

otherwise every company chooses their own way of  branding and selling products “(LFP#2) 

 Enhance the destination tourists, ethnic and cultural diversity 

Looking at the historical tourist arrivals figures for Östersund city, one easily 

recognizes that the city doesn’t attract as many international tourists as compared to domestic 

tourists. According to the 2010 annual report of Swedish agency for economic and regional 

growth; tourism export has provided vital contribution for growth, export income and 

employment that stay in Sweden. The tourism industry is growing every year as compared to 

other industries in the country. In 2010, from all yearly turnover that is 254, 4 billion SEK; 

foreign visitors hold 87, 1 billion SEK that is 34.23 percent of the total tourism revenue (see 

table-1 above). This implies that with some reasons about 21,303,898 foreign tourists arrived 

in Sweden 2010, but the ability of municipality to bring such diversity to the Östersund 

tourist arrivals ratio is weak. Because from the total foreign tourist arrivals only 117,300 

(0.55%) were inspired to come to Östersund (see table-2 above). This implies that Östersund 

tourist arrivals diversity is very weak. Therefore, this is a good wake up call for the city to 

work on cultural diversity using its authenticated local food tourism as principal reasons for 

hosting local food festivals and others. 

6.1 Limitation  

There are two basic sources of limitations during the current study. The first one was 

unwillingness of some respondents to keep their promise after they agreed to be interviewed. 

This inconvenience has forced the author to look for new respondents to keep substitute the 

diversity ratio. The second reason was the absence of local literature that deals with the 

domestic local food festivals and tourism in Östersund. This challenge creates a gap to 

observe the perspective of domestic local food tourism researchers in contrast with global 

researchers. By bearing in mind these two limitations, the author tried to incorporate the 

global context using previously published literatures together with some unpublished 

secondary data. The secondary data was obtained from the local sources with the help of 

friends who’ translated the Swedish version to English. 

6.2 Conclusion  

The majority of the respondents who were engaged in this study (Appendix- A) have 

acknowledged that Jämtland region has a huge amount of local food resources. However, the 

view that they have about the role of local food tourism to Östersund tourist arrivals was 

different. Even though, PGI, LFP and EHC believe that Jämtland is rich with genuine local 

foods, majority of PGI and EHC respondents were not convinced with the argument made 

about the local food could be a reason for Östersund tourist arrival. The main reasoning for 

their argument was the absence of tourist arrival looking for local food experiences. Some of 

PGI and EHC respondents had different observations which oppose the first group comments. 

In the late respondents view, the reason why local food services is not considered as a part of 
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tourist arrival reasons was not due to the absences of visitors who do have demand for locals 

food experiences; rather it was due to the fact that local food resources were not available 

enough to restaurants or other big events . 

Jämtland local food producers in one way or another are members of LRF or Eldrimner 

organizations through which they can have educational training. These trainings help them 

during the startup business operation and production processes. However, apart from such 

kind of help, there is no formal strategic co-operation network among local food producers 

that can support producers when they need to work together for searching new market,  

branding , logistics and others stuffs. In addition to this, local food producers do not have 

formal relationship with big events that held in Östersund and other places in the region, 

which at the end restrained the local food producers’ efforts of selling local food products to 

these event restaurants customers. These imply that local food producers do work with other 

destination branding stakeholders such as hotels, restaurants and events coordinators etc. 

Such kind of haphazard tourism operation take place in Östersund due to neither the 

producers nor event coordinators have clear picture about the roles of local food experiences 

to bring change to customer satisfactions and regional economic growth. 

Benchmarking is an important tool to see the actual efficiency of a particular 

destination. However, the  real practices of local food producers in Östersund, is to look for 

only productivity that only deals  with doing the right thing instead of doing things right. This 

problem is also shared by EHC and PGI that are engaged in tourism related activities (see 

Appendices). The Sundsvall, Östersund, and Trondheim (SÖT) agreement and the recent 

cooperation with Fallen do not benefit Östersund to benchmark food tourism. However, local 

food as a subject, the municipality does not perform benchmarking with other cities that are 

successful in local food tourism branding and development. Although Östersund is listed in 

the creative cities of gastronomy, it is not registered on the slow food organization network 

yet, whereby, the city end up with a big challenge to benchmark other destination cuisines to 

inspire foreign tourist arrivals. These imply that there is little concern on the side of the 

municipality because the issue of local food tourism benchmarking and its contribution to 

regional economic growth appear to be undermined.   

The majority of the respondents who were involved in this study have acknowledged 

that Jämtland region in general and in particular Östersund work hardly as far as tourist 

diversity is concerned. However, although these respondents recognized that diversity was 

the biggest challenge that should be solved as soon as possible they do not have clear picture 

ether how to solve this challenge with regard to the destination. Consequently diversity 

remains as a challenge for Östersund tourist arrivals. However, the city has the opportunity to 

attract diverse tourists who are already entered Sweden for some reasons. For instance, when 

Östersund brands its destination, it doesn’t use the role of ethnics based communities that can 

help the city to inspire new visitors from new origins. Instead, webpage profile is considered 

as the principal way of branding the destination; while the majority of local food producers 

and event coordinators only use Swedish language as a means of reaching out new markets. 

Hence, foreign tourist could not able to understand what the web content stands for. Even, 

JHT also shared this challenge though all external local food stakeholders believed that they 

are branded well through JHT web page platform. These all factors can indicate that diversity 

is not yet considered well as a means of attracting visitors arrivals in Östersund.  

Therefore, the absence of common understanding among destination stakeholders may 

cause for the emerging of different perception about the role of local food tourism and its 

contribution to the destination economic growth. This has forced them to follow their 

individual production and branding strategy. Such approaches create challenge for setting 

sustainable resource for supply and demand. As individual production cost goes up, 

producers and restaurant cannot serve local food experience at the modest prices. Eventually, 
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customers are not able to prefer such food though few producers get the courage deliver jamti 

dish. The aforementioned challenges might be attributed by the absence of central sustainable 

source where producers can avail their products and restaurants and hotels can aces their 

materials which are vital to serve local dish.   

At a moment, to get local food products in accessible areas is also a big challenge for 

consumers because there is no central local food services access in the city while many 

people who live with potential demands for local food. Artisan foods are vital for food 

tourism but as same time it is not easy to access them and perhaps difficult some times to get 

information whether they are open or how to get there easily. If Östersund will survive in the 

future with local food tourism market, it needs to set up such sustainable local food resource 

facilities to serve more visitors and restaurants. However, currently convincing local and 

regional politicians to get more local foods stuffs in the local public tables is a big challenge 

despite the fact that there are customers (visitors) who are interested on local food products. 

If the city be able to solve the above challenges, then local food tourism will go one step up 

to success and thereby it will be very easy to see how many more jobs are created by local 

food tourism markets. But, if the above prerequisites are not fulfilled by the destination 

stakeholders, local food tourism progress will go nowhere rather it will be kept with stagnate 

development stage if not worse.  

This study concludes that as far local food tourism is concerned, there is no common 

regional vision, norm, and strategy, sustainable resources, hence customers food price 

sensitivity increase all the time. Building a collective stakeholder efforts on branding local 

food festival is vital for having special benefit for the city, but this doesn’t observed in 

Östersund stakeholders efforts; instead they strive to achieve individual, hence they end up 

with resource constraints which eventually forced them to incur high production  cost and set 

un affordable selling price. Such experiences are confirmed by restaurants owners in   

Östersund. Östersund did not use opportunity; and hence Östersund could not be able to 

integrate the two food development approaches as well as able to attract foreign visitors using 

local food festivals as a pull factor. With this situation, it is fairly hard to claim that 

Östersund food tourism has passed through the creative and social capital values Florida 

(2002) and Putnam (2000). However, the author believe that economic growth of Östersund 

food tourism cannot be achieve by the sole factor of having of natural local food resources 

rather it is by having creative people with diverse creative cultures and talents along with 

mutual respect and Trust. Because the competitiveness of a destination is only measured by 

the ability to attract, cultivate and mobilize its resources. 

6.3 Future work 

This study identified the perceived obstacles to advance local food efforts in Östersund 

Jämtland. The first challenge was the absence of common understanding about food tourism 

contribution to the local economy. Thus this should be verified by exploring the necessity of 

food experience towards the satisfaction level of targeted customers (for example, how food 

experience used as a necessity to increase the satisfaction level of a tourist, a demand 

perspective). The other challenge lies on cooperation for branding and production because 

branding is left for individual food producers. These forced producers to incur unnecessary 

costs and then eventually influence the selling prices both in the hotels and restaurants. Such 

challenge can be resolved by identifying the factors that can attribute to the production and 

branding costs (for example, how can local food producer achieve substantial revenue while 

setting the modest price to customers?). The other major challenge was diversity. Jämtland is 

designated as a place where tourists can access local food experience than any other counties. 

This implies that the destination has natural food merits than other counties. However, tourist 

are not inspired by the destination operational activities as the majority of PGI and EHC 
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stakeholders do not acknowledge local food as tourist arrival reason. If this is the case, what 

is the difference being designated as Swedish culture food region or not? What would be the 

difference between others counties and Jämtland? These and other paradoxes should be 

answered by one question i.e. what special food factor triggers tourists to visit Jämtland than 

other counties in Sweden (Västernorrland County and Dalarna County)? These three research 

questions are potential inputs to explore solution for the challenges which Östersund food 

tourism is facing now. 
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Table 8:Interview questions presented to Public and government Institutions (PGI) 

No Interview questions 

1 In your experience, which of Östersund’s tourism resources are most strategic for 

future tourism development?  

2 How does your organization view the role of local food tourism in Östersund?  

3 In what ways does your organization work with local food producers in the County 

of Jämtland?  

4 In what ways does your organization work with event coordinators in Östersund? 

5 How does your organization work with others competitors?  

6 How does your organization reach customers to brand your packaged tourism 

products?  

7 How does your organization view the role of cultural diversity among stakeholders 

for enhancing your organizational and product/service creativity?  

8 To what extent does your organization serve or target customers that are ethnically 

diverse?  

9 To what extent does your organization engage stakeholders that are ethnically 

diverse?  

10 To what extent does your organization employee ethnically diverse staff?  

11 How does your organization use the role of different ethnic based associations in 

Östersund in developing the city’s tourism profile?  

12 What process does your organization use for identifying new tourism segments or 

markets?  

13 How does your organization learn from the new experience from others local food 

cities?  

14 Please describe for me what you perceive to be the greatest opportunities associated 

with local food tourism in Östersund?  

15 Please describe for me what you perceive to be the greatest challenges associated 

with local food tourism in Östersund?  

16 What else should I ask you associated with local food tourism?  

17  Who else should I ask him/ her associated with local food tourism? 
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Table 9:Interview questions presented to local food producers (LFP) 

No Interview questions 

1 How does your organization engage in local food entrepreneurship?  

2 How does your organization view the overall role of local food tourism in 

Östersund?  

3 To what extent does your organization serve or target customers that are ethnically 

diverse?  

4 How does your organization reach customers to brand your local food products?  

5 How does your organization view the role of cultural diversity among stakeholders 

and employees for enhancing your organizational and product/service creativity?  

6 How does your organization learn from the new experience of others local food 

producers in Östersund?  

7 How does your organization use the role of different ethnic based associations for 

promoting your product in Östersund?  

8 What process does your organization use for identifying new tourism segments or 

markets? 

9 How does your organization work with other local food entrepreneurs?  

10 How does your organization work together with the regional tourism bureau?  

11 How does your organization work together with event coordinators?  

12 In your experience, how does your organization work together with restaurant 

associations?  

13 In your experience, how does your organization work together with Hotel 

associations?  

14 Please describe for me what you perceive to be the greatest opportunities associated 

with local food tourism in Östersund?  

15 Please describe for me what you perceive to be the greatest challenges associated 

with local food tourism in Östersund?  

16  What else should I ask you concerning this issue?  

17 Who else should I meet to ask him or her about this issue? 
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Table 10: Interview questions presented to Event Hosting Companies (EHC) 

no Interview questions 

1  

2 In your experience, which of Östersund tourism resources are most strategic for 

future tourism development?  

3 How does your organization work with other competitors in Östersund?  

4 How does your organization view the role of local food tourism in Östersund?  

5 How does your organization work together with local food producers in the County 

of Jämtland?  

6 How does your organization work together with tourism Bureau in Östersund?  

7 How does your organization work with restaurant associations?  

8 How does your organization work together with Hotel associations?  

9 To what extent does your organization serve customers that are ethnically diverse?  

10 What process does your organization use for identifying new tourism segments or 

markets?  

11  What strategy do you use to brand your packaged tourism products?  

12 How does your organization view the role of cultural diversity among stakeholders 

for enhancing your organizational and product/service creativity?  

13 To what extent does your organization use the role of different ethnic based 

associations in Östersund?  

14  How does your organization view the role of cultural diversity among stakeholders 

and employees?  

15 Please describe for me what you perceive to be the greatest opportunities associated 

with local food tourism in Östersund? 

16 Please describe for me what you perceive to be the greatest challenges associated 

with local food tourism in Östersund?  

17  What else should I ask you concerning this issue?  
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APPENDIX A: INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE INVOLVED IN THE INTERVIEW 

ALONG WITH THEIR POSITION AND ROLES 

No Organization Interview 

Method  

1 LRF 

http://www.lrf.se/In-English/  

In person 

2 Solo Bar&kitchen&friends 

http://solobar.se  

In person 

3 Visita Service AB 

http://www.visita.se/Visita/-About-SHR/  

In person 

4 Jämtland Härjedalen Turism  

www.jamtland.se  

In person  

5 Destination Vemdalen AB 

www.vemdalen.se  

Tele. 

6 Östersund town council  

http://www.ostersund.se/omostersund/inenglish  

In person 

7 Ostersund Tourist & Kongress  

http://www.visitostersund.se/english/  

In person  

8 JHT 

http://www2.jamtland.se/index.php/en/discover  

In person 

9 JHT 

http://www2.jamtland.se/index.php/en/discover  

In person  

10 Peak innovation 

http://www.peakinnovation.se/en/  

In person 

11 Olga&friends  company  

http://www.olgaandfriends.se/  

In person  

12 Jämtland regional design Center  

http://jamtdesign.blogspot.se/2012/03/drivkraft.html  

In person 

13 World cup Biathlon Östersund, 

http://iof3.idrottonline.se/SvenskaSkidskytteforbundet/ARBETSRUM/Wo

rldCupOstersund-ENGLISH/  

Tele 

14 Storsjöyran Ostersund  

http://www.storsjoyran.se/om-yran/in-english/  

In person  

15 Edge and Motion In person 

16 Kulitur  

http://www.kulitur.se  

Tele. 

17 Eld rimner  

http://www.eldrimner.com  

In person 

18 Rönngården Jämtland  

http://www.foodofjamtland.se/matproducenter/1020.ronngarden.html    

Tele  

19 Björksavsprodukter in Åre AB 

http://sav.se/en   

In person  

20 Oviken Ost  

http://www.ovikenost.se/?p=2020&m=1322  

Tele.  

21 Åre Chokladfabrik 

www.arechokladfabrik.se  

 Tele. 
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